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About This Publication
This publication gives you a working knowledge of Postal Service
regulations and procedures so that you can effectively serve your
customers. Use it as a reference to answer inquiries about mail
classification (such as Express Mail® service, Priority Mail® service,
and First-Class Mail® service) and special services (such as
Registered Mail, Certified Mail, Insured Mail, Delivery Confirmation™,
and Signature Confirmation™). For more information in each area,
check the references to the Domestic Mail Manual following each
subject.
This publication shows commonly required forms and gives step-bystep instructions on how to complete them. You also will find detailed
information on financial procedures and the daily operation of your
unit.
Postage rates and fees are not included in this publication. Your
primary sources for current rates are the Domestic Mail Manual, the
International Mail Manual, the Postal Bulletin, and Postal Service
rate charts.
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General Operations

1-1

Overview
1-1.1

Consistency of Service
Customers at your counter generally receive the same products,
services, and information that are available at all Post Offices,
stations, and branches. As a contract postal unit (CPU), you must
charge your customers the same rates for USPS® services and
products as those charged in Post Offices.
It is important that your customers receive consistent and accurate
information. It is equally important that you satisfy your customers’
mailing needs in a pleasant, helpful manner that reflects well on your
employer and on the Postal Service.

1-1.2

All-Purpose Dating Stamp
The all-purpose dating stamp is used for stamping the customer
copy of receipts for services such as Certified Mail service or
Delivery Confirmation service. This stamp is also used in the
aviation security process. Another use is the sealing of a Registered
Mail service article and the daily bank deposit. This stamp is never
used to cancel or postmark mail. If customers request that you
cancel or postmark their letters, you must explain that this process is
accomplished when the mail is processed at the processing facility.
If customers are adamant about receiving a cancellation, refer them
to the local Post Office. This stamp must be safeguarded at all times.
Do not leave it out on the counter where unauthorized individuals
can handle it. Make sure it is locked up at night with your other
accountable items. If this stamp becomes lost or missing, notify your
contracting officer representative (COR) immediately. This stamp is
always used with red ink.

Exhibit 1-1.2
Dating Stamp

1-1.3

Sacks and Pouches
Sack and pouch, as Postal Service terms, generally relate to how
the bag is secured. A pouch can be sealed, as with a leather strap
locking device; a sack is tied with a draw cord and fastener.
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1-1.4

Resources for Help
We want you to know that every resource is extended to you. If you
need more information or help with any Postal Service procedure,
see the telephone reference section, which lists local Postal Service
employees or offices you can call. You should fill in the numbers that
apply to your unit when you receive this publication.

1-1.5

Customer Relations
In operating your unit, remember that you represent the Postal
Service to your customers. Greet customers with a smile, give them
the correct information, and help them with their mailing
transactions.
Welcome aboard.

2
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1-2

Appearance of Unit
The appearance of your unit reflects not only on you as a
businessperson but also on the Postal Service. Your unit should be
organized and clean, conveying a professional image to your
customers.
It is very important to the success of your unit that your customers
can recognize you as an official United States Post Office contract
unit. The Postal Service has dedicated exterior and interior signage
that will help you establish this identity.
These signs help you identify and separate the interior part of your
business that is dedicated to Post Office business.
The following signs and notices should be neatly displayed:
Interior Signage should include:
Address of nearest Postal Service facility.
Interior sign.
Mail drop box ID plaque.
Mail drop security plaque.
Collection times plaque.
Dispatch policy plaque.
Available services plaque.
Poster 103, Domestic Postal Rates and Fees.
Sign 145, Check Acceptance Policy.
Exterior Signage should include:
Illuminated window sign.
Vinyl window decal.
Illuminated square wall sign.

Exhibit 1-2a
CPU Illuminated Window Sign
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Point-of-Purchase Signage (POP)
Another type of signage that is used in select CPU locations is pointof-purchase signage, also known as POP. This signage is used to
communicate information about products, services, and prices to
your customers. This signage is broken down into two types:
continuity and promotional. Continuity signage remains on display
for a long period of time and informs the customer about the
products offered and their costs. Promotional signage is up for a
specific time period and promotes a certain product or service for a
specified time. This signage is distributed directly to select CPU
locations by Retail Marketing at Postal Service Headquarters. For
additional information concerning this signage contact your COR.

Exhibit 1-2b
POP Signage
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1-3

Security
1-3.1

Your Responsibilities
All accountable items entrusted to you (these include cash, stamps,
philatelic products, retail products, and money order forms) are the
property of the U.S. Postal Service. Postal Service policies and
regulations require you to handle these items with care, to uphold
security standards, and to perform your duties prudently.
The personal use of postal funds or postage is strictly prohibited. Do
not cash personal checks through your cash accountability.
Your contract requires that you have a lockable safe in which to keep
accountable items. At the end of each day, make sure that you have
secured the unit area. A list of items that must be placed in the safe
is in Section 1-4. There is also a list of items of lesser value that may
be placed in a locked cabinet or drawer.
Here are some security measures to take:
Keep funds from the unit separate from other business funds.
Store all accountable items under lock and key any time you
leave your unit and cannot see it.
Count your cash and prepare your bank deposits out of view of
the public.

1-3.2

Security of the Mail
Because the Postal Service preserves and protects the security of
all mail in its custody, no person may open, read, search, or divulge
the contents of mail sealed against inspection. You are also not
allowed to disclose any address information to any parties. If you
have questions about mail security, contact your COR.
An additional responsibility of retail professionals at a contract postal
unit location is to make sure that hazardous materials do not get into
the mailstream. Allowing these materials into the mailstream could
cause harm to customers, Postal Service workers, and your fellow
employees. There are two procedures you need to be familiar with
regarding the security of the mail: HAZMAT (hazardous materials)
and aviation security.

Publication 116, August 2002
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1-3.3

HAZMAT (Hazardous Materials)
Hazardous materials, or HAZMAT, may be found in the mailstream at
any time. Hazardous materials are substances or materials
containing a chemical or infectious biological substance in a quantity
and/or form that may pose an unreasonable risk to health, safety, or
property when transported in commerce, and which pose a risk to
the safety and health of Postal Service employees if not handled
properly. Retail professionals need to be able to recognize and know
what constitutes HAZMAT, how to identify HAZMAT, and how to
safely handle HAZMAT.

1-3.3.1

What constitutes HAZMAT?
The Postal Service does not accept regulated quantities of
hazardous materials and dangerous goods that require the display
of Department of Transportation (DOT) Hazardous Material Warning
Labels, except under certain conditions.
See DMM Section C020–024 and Publication 52, Hazardous,
Restricted, and Perishable Mail, for exceptions.

1-3.3.2

Types of HAZMAT
Flammable materials. These can be in the form of a liquid, solid,
or gas.
Corrosive materials. These will cause burns and irritate eyes,
nose, and lungs.
Reactive materials. When a material undergoes a chemical
reaction (i.e., heat generation, fire, explosion, toxic gas/vapor
production), it is said to be reactive.
Toxic materials. These have an adverse effect on the body such
as allergic reactions, cancer, etc.
Biological materials. These include body fluids such as blood,
urine, poisonous insects and plants, and harmful microorganisms.
Radioactive materials. These can be found in smoke detectors
and various microwave ovens.

1-3.3.3

Declared HAZMAT
A declared HAZMAT is mail that is properly packaged, marked, and
declared by the mailer, and properly accepted by the Postal Service
in accordance with the DMM, Section C, and Publication 52.

6
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1-3.3.4

Undeclared HAZMAT:
Is any parcel suspected of containing acceptable or prohibited
HAZMAT as described in the DMM and Publication 52 which is not
properly packaged, labeled, or identified?
Some warning signs to watch for include the following:
Sound of broken glass or plastic.
Stains, leakage, or unusual odor.
Delivery or return address information (i.e. chemical company,
laboratory, etc.).
Preprinted markings on parcel (i.e. bleach, aerosol hair spray,
etc.).
Manufacturer’s name (i.e. Joe’s Chemicals, Butane Lighters R
Us, etc.).
Shifting weight or liquid sound.

1-3.3.5

How to safely handle HAZMAT
The retail professional must conduct a thorough examination of the
mailpiece. The examination must include the following:
1.

A check of the delivery address and return address.
Domestic: Complete delivery address, as well as a return
address, is required on mailpieces as per DMM A010. 4.1
and 4.3. (Note: Not all mailpieces require a return
address.)
International: The complete delivery address, as well as
return address, is required on mailpieces as per IMM 122.
Additionally, the bottom line of the address must show the
country name written in full (no abbreviations) and in capital
letters per IMM 122.1. Customs forms listing the contents of
the package may also be required.
Address information: An article sent to or from a laboratory,
chemical company, medical facility, etc., indicates the
potential presence of HAZMAT.

2.

A visual inspection.
If an article has HAZMAT labels (diamond shaped DOT
labels, ORM-D, biohazard, etc.) or preprinted markings
(liquor, bleach, consumer commodity, chemical company,
etc.), determine if markings are applicable to contents or if
the article is being reused. If the article is being reused, the
customer must be informed that old markings and labels be
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removed or completely obliterated. CPU employees are
forbidden to remove or obliterate markings or labels related
to HAZMAT on any article; only the mailer can perform this
action.
If article has visible stains or leakage, it is not properly
packaged and therefore is not acceptable for mailing and
must be refused.
The article should be the required size.
The retail professional must ask the customer: “Does the parcel
contain anything liquid, fragile, perishable, or potentially hazardous?”
1.

Customer states, “I don’t know the contents,” or refuses to
answer:
Without this information, the package cannot be accepted. The
retail professional will hand the customer Notice 107, Some
Things Were Never Meant To Be Mailed, and politely explain
that this information is necessary to determine mailability. See
DMM CO21.2.2, C021.2.3, and C023.1.5.

2.

Customer states, “No, it does not contain HAZMAT.”
Accept the item for mailing.

3.

Customer states, “Yes the parcel contains HAZMAT.”
The customer must then state the contents. Following
identification of the article contents, the retail professional
should consult DMM C020–024, Publication 52, or the IMM to
determine the mailability of the material and determine the
required packaging, labeling, documentation, and any mail
class restrictions.

If the customer does not have sufficient information to determine
mailability using these references, the parcel must not be accepted
until such information is presented. If the parcel is determined to
contain nonmailable items, the parcel must not be accepted under
any circumstances. (DMM C021.2.3)
The retail professional will hand the customer Notice 107, Some
Things Were Never Meant To Be Mailed, and politely explain that the
article is not mailable and cannot be accepted. The retail
professional could also provide the customer with a copy of DMM
C023.1.5.

8
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1-3.4

Aviation Security
Aviation security policy covers all mail that is sent by air to domestic
and international destinations. Management must ensure that all
employees are aware of all current Postal Service aviation mail
security procedures and instructions. Compliance with these Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA) instructions is mandatory.

1-3.5
1-3.5.1

Target Mail
Aviation Security Procedures
The Postal Service has established aviation mail security
instructions to protect the safety of employees, postal employees,
civil aviation, and the traveling public. The Postal Service requires
the implementation and adherence to these instructions ensuring the
safe transportation of domestic, international, and APO/FPO mail.
These instructions are effective immediately. If you have any
questions or need assistance, please contact your District Retail
office.
Apply the following instructions to mail 16 ounces or over; each
mailpiece must bear the return address of the sender.
For domestic First-Class Mail items or Priority Mail items with
stamps attached as postage accepted in a face-to-face transaction
with a customer, you must:
Round-date the stamps.
Place the mail in a container with normal Postal Service collection
mail.
For international and military (APO/FPO) mail with stamps attached
as postage, meter strips, or a PC Postage label accepted in a faceto-face transaction with a customer, you must:
Attach a PS Form 2976, Customs — CN 22 (Old C1) Sender’s
Declaration, (6/97 edition or later) Customs form or PS Form
2976-A, Customs Declaration and Dispatch Note, (11/96 edition
or later) Customs form. The Customs form must be completed,
signed, and dated by the customer.
Round-date the stamps, or round-date near the meter or PC
Postage label.
Round-date copy 3 if PS Form 2976-A is affixed to the mailpiece.
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Leave all copies of the customs form attached to the mailpiece.
The accepting retail professional will remove the appropriate
Postal Service copies.
Retrieve the Postal Service copy from the mailer if the Postal
Service copy of the Customs form has already been detached
from the mailpiece. The numbers on the affixed Customs form
and the Postal Service copy must match.
If the removed Postal Service copy of the Customs form is not
provided by the mailer, or the barcode and Postal Service copy
numbers do not match:
Request that the mailer affix a completed replacement Customs
form, or treat the mailpiece as Target Mail and return to sender.
Verbally inform the customer that a copy of the Customs form will
be retained by the Post Office for 30 days.
Refer to the International Mail Manual (IMM) Section 123,
Customs Forms, for detailed information on Customs form
completion.
Isolate domestic mail from international mail for normal Postal
Service collection.
If any domestic, international, or APO/FPO mail described above is
found in a collection receptacle or left in any unattended area such
as the window, retail counter, or dock:
Place items in a container placarded “Target Mail.” Face the
container so the placard is visible to the collection employee.
Do not place this placarded container in public view. Do not
round-date this “Target Mail.”
Isolate this mail for Postal Service collection.

10
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The Postal Service applies these security instructions to these
mailpieces in accordance with its national policy:
The following is the DDD-3, lobby mailbox decal or sticker. Ensure
that this is placed on collection receptacles.

1-3.6

Postal Money Orders (if applicable)
Be cautious when selling money orders. Keep the money orders out
of reach of the customer until you have received payment.
Customers have snatched money orders from clerks’ hands or from
the tops of counters and fled without paying.
You have been issued several bait money orders. Place them in the
cash drawer during business hours. If a robbery occurs, give the bait
money orders and your cash to the robber. You are not financially
liable for bait money orders taken during a robbery. Do not
jeopardize your safety or the safety of others in case of a robbery.
The values of the bait money orders are not included in your
financial accountability, but you are responsible for the proper
handling and security of bait money orders. If you discover that a
bait money order is missing, immediately contact your COR so that
the Postal Inspection Service can be notified.
The bait money order program helps Postal Service inspectors to
investigate burglaries. Share information about the program only
with the employees operating your unit or with official Postal Service
personnel.
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1-4

Daily Tasks
1-4.1

Opening Your Unit
Each morning you must prepare to open your service counter. As
part of your opening routine, do the following:
Allow yourself enough time to get ready so that you open
punctually at the time posted for your unit.
Remove from the safe the items kept there overnight. (See the
section on security.)
Be sure that your equipment is in place so that you can separate
mail properly as you accept it. (See the section in this module on
separating mail.)
Make sure that the dates have been changed in your all-purpose
dating stamp, money order imprinter, and postage meter or
evidencing device, if you have one.
Set up your service counter with everything you need for any
customer transaction.

1-4.2

Closing for Lunch
If your contract allows you to close for lunch, display a sign showing
the hours your unit is closed and the time it reopens. You may not
close your unit for lunch unless your contract specifically states that
the unit may be closed.

1-4.3

Closing for the Day
In your daily closing activities, be sure to:
Prepare financial reports. (See Module 6 on Financial Reporting.)
Prepare mail for dispatch. (See Module 7 on Dispatching Mail.)
Change postmarking dates. (See below.)
Secure valuables. (See below.)
Secure the unit area.
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1-4.4

Changing Dates
Change the dates in the all-purpose dating stamp, the money order
imprinter, and your postage-evidencing device every day when you
are closing out or immediately after your last mail collection. You are
then ready for business the next day. If you accept mail from your
customers after your daily collection has departed, make sure to
notify the customer that the mail will not be processed until the next
collection is completed.

1-4.5

Securing Valuables
One of the most important daily tasks is to secure certain items.
Place those items requiring the greatest security in the safe and
items of lesser value in a locked cabinet or a locked drawer.
You must keep the following items in a locked safe overnight:
All stamp stock.
Philatelic items.
Postal funds.
Blank money orders.
Any registered items accepted after your last collection.
All-purpose dating stamp.
If your safe is not large enough for the following items, place them in
a locked cabinet or locked drawer:
Dispatch log for registered items.
Financial reports to be retained for 1 year.
Money order imprinter (if applicable).
Postage Evidencing System (if applicable).
Postal cards and stamped envelopes.
At the close of business, place the bait money orders (See Section
1-3 for more information.) in an unlocked drawer or unlocked
compartment within your unit. Be careful not to deposit these money
orders with your bank deposit when closing out for the day.
When you leave the unit at the end of each day, make sure that you
have secured the unit area.

14
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1-5

Payment Options
You can accept the following for payment of Postal Service products
and services:
Cash.
Checks.
Credit/debit cards.
You must accept U.S. currency for all Postal Service products and
services. You must not accept any currency from a foreign country.
1-5.1

Checks
Checks must be accepted according to the postmaster’s written
instructions, following guidelines in Handbook F-1, Post Office
Accounting Procedures, Chapter 3. Contact your Post Office for the
local policy on check acceptance. If there are no local restrictions on
check acceptance, you must accept checks as payment for all
Postal Service charges and services except money orders.

1-5.2

Customers’ Identification
The customer’s name and complete address must be preprinted on
the check. If you know the customer by name, write “customer
known” and sign on the front of the check.
If you do not know the customer, write on the front of the check the
name and identifying number from one of the following photographbearing documents:
Driver’s license.
Military identification card.
Passport (foreign or domestic).
State-issued, nondriver identification.
If the customer has none of these forms of identification, write on the
check the names of companies issuing identification from two credit
(or other) cards. Do not record credit card numbers.
Compare the signature on the check with the signature on the
identification. If they do not match, do not accept the check.
Social security cards are not acceptable identification.
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1-5.3

Personal Checks
Handle personal checks as follows:

1-5.4

1.

Be sure that the check is payable to “Postmaster” (title only)
for the exact amount of the sale. The Postal Service does not
cash personal checks or accept checks for more than the
amount of the sale.

2.

Be sure that the check includes the current date.

3.

Upon acceptance, immediately stamp the back of the check
with the “Deposit to Postmaster’s Account” endorsement
stamp.

4.

Place your initials on the check and include your unit
identification.

5.

Write the customer’s telephone number on the check.

Traveler’s Checks
Traveler’s checks issued by established firms or banks may be
accepted. You may give change to the customer if the amount of the
purchase is at least 50 percent of the amount of the traveler’s check.

1-5.5

Bad Check List
Customers whose checks have been returned for insufficient funds
may not use checks to pay for any new Postal Service charges and
services. Your local Post Office maintains a bad checklist, which is
distributed periodically to all contract postal units. Keep this list
handy and refer to it before accepting any check.

1-5.6

Returned Checks
Checks returned by the bank as uncollectible are sent directly to a
check collection agency. Customers are not notified. The original
check is levied a minimum charge by the Postal Service and a
substantial fee by the collection agency as allowed by state law.
Customers may not satisfy the debt at the local Post Office; they
must contact the collection agency directly.

16
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1-5.7

Check Register
Maintain a check register for your protection in case your bank
deposit is lost. You may use lined tablet paper for the register.
Record descriptions of checks and paid money orders as shown
below.
Item Information to Record
Commercial check: Name of bank (or ABA symbol), name and
address of maker, date of check, and amount.
Postal money order: Serial number, date of issue, and amount.
Traveler’s check: Name of issuer, serial number, amount, and
endorser.
Treasury check: Symbol number, serial number, date, and
amount.

1-5.8

Payment for COD Mail
When receiving a check for a collect on delivery (COD) item, the
check must be made payable to the mailer (no money order fee is
collected). Do not accept a check payable to the U.S. Postal Service
for a COD. Contract postal units can only accept checks or a money
order made payable to the mailer for a COD item.

1-5.9

Cashing Postal Money Orders
You must cash postal money orders presented for payment if you
have sufficient funds. Follow these procedures:

Publication 116, August 2002

1.

Obtain proper identification, using the guidelines for check
acceptance in 1-5.2.

2.

Inspect the money order to ensure that it has not been altered
in any way. If the amount or the name appears to have been
altered, do not cash the money order. Notify police and your
COR immediately; your COR will contact Postal Service
inspectors.
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3.

Check the number on the money order against the stolen
money order list in the most recent Postal Bulletin. If the
number matches a number on the list, do not cash the money
order. Notify police and your COR, who will contact Postal
Service inspectors.

Exhibit 1-5.9
Missing Money Order List (Postal Bulletin)
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1-6

Reference Publications
1-6.1

Overview
The following publications are the authoritative sources for most of
your unit operations. Become familiar with their contents and learn
how to use them. These publications provide guidance in fulfilling
your responsibilities to the Postal Service and to your customers.

1-6.2

Domestic Mail Manual
The Domestic Mail Manual contains
the regulations of the Postal Service
that govern domestic mail service.
These regulations include the rates
for postage and restrictions on their
use, descriptions of the classes of
mail and special services and
conditions governing their use,
requirements for wrapping and
mailing, explanations of collection
and delivery services, and general
provisions on the use of postal
services and facilities.

Exhibit 1-6.2
Domestic Mail Manual

1-6.3

Exhibit 1-6.3
International Mail Manual
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International Mail Manual
The International Mail Manual
provides information on rates and
procedures for preparing mail sent
from the United States to other
countries. Countries are listed in
alphabetical order.
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1-6.4

Postal Bulletin
The Postal Bulletin is published
biweekly at Postal Service
Headquarters in Washington, DC. It
provides a quick way to issue
temporary instructions and
permanent directives. Instructions or
regulations published in the Postal
Bulletin are effective for 1 year,
unless otherwise specified.

Exhibit 1-6.4
Postal Bulletin

All Post Offices and contract postal
units receive the Postal Bulletin.
Each issue contains a list of missing
money orders and a list of invalid
Express Mail corporate account numbers. Refer to these lists
frequently. For quick reference, file the Postal Bulletin in a loose-leaf
binder with the latest issue on top.
1-6.5

Publication 65-A, National Five-Digit ZIP Code and Post
Office Directory
You are expected to help your customers, when needed, to use the
ZIP Code directory. This directory contains complete information on
the five-digit ZIP Code system: how it works and why the ZIP Code
benefits the mailer.

Exhibit 1-6.5
Publication 65,
National Five-Digit ZIP Code
and Post Office Directory

20
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This directory lists all Post Offices in the United States and their
five-digit ZIP Codes. The states are listed alphabetically. If there is
only one ZIP Code for a particular Post Office, it will be listed on the
pages within the state listing. Post Offices with multiple ZIP Codes
are in the state listing by street name.
1-6.6

Exhibit 1-6.6
Publication 52,
Hazardous, Restricted,
and Perishable Mail
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Publication 52, Hazardous, Restricted, and Perishable Mail
The purpose of this publication is to
provide supplemental information
and guidance when using the
mailing rules in the Domestic Mail
Manual (DMM). The primary rules
that apply to the mailing of
hazardous materials, restricted
matter, and perishable matter and
that take precedent over all other
Postal Service information are found
in DMM C020–C024.
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2-1

Overview
The postage stamp stock at your unit consists of self-adhesive
stamps (PSA), gummed stamps, stamped envelopes, postal cards,
and, in some cases, philatelic items. You may take payment for
stamps only in the form of cash, checks, or where available, credit
and debit cards.
All CPUs must have a bond. The purpose of the bond is to indemnify
the U.S. Postal Service for any shortage that would occur and is not
paid by the supplier. The amount of your unit accountability must
never exceed the amount of your bond. If you find that your business
has increased and you need to carry more stamp stock inventory,
then you would need to increase the amount of the bond. A copy of
the bond reflecting the increase must be sent to the COR and the
purchasing office. You must make sure that when you order stamps,
the amount of your order will not cause you to exceed your bond
limit.
Regular postage stamps may be used to pay any postage or special
service fee. However, you must observe these restrictions:
You may not sell stamps for more than face value.
You may not use stamps in payment of debts or for purchase of
saleable items.
You may not sell stamps before the official first day of issue.
You may not sell stamps after they have been recalled.
Information concerning the first day of issue of a stamp and stamps
that are being recalled can be found in the Postal Bulletin.

Publication 116, August 2002
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2-2

Types of Stock
2-2.1

Definitive Stamps
These stamps are issued in various denominations, sold for an
unlimited period, and usually kept in constant supply for ordinary
postal needs. New definitives are issued when the postage rates
change or a new series is introduced. These stamps are issued in
full panes; some are also issued in booklets or coils.

Exhibit 2-2.1a
Definitive Stamps

Exhibit 2-2.1b
Booklets

Exhibit 2-2.1c
Coil
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2-2.2

Special Purpose Stamps
These stamps are issued for a specific service such as Express
Mail, Priority Mail, and international airmail. They are printed for
indefinite periods and are seldom revised except when rates
change. Although intended for a specific service, these stamps may
be used for all postal purposes.

Exhibit 2-2.2
Special Purpose Stamps

2-2.3

Special Stamps

These stamps — designed for special
occasions and uses, such as Christmas and
Love stamp issues — are usually printed in
large quantities.

Exhibit 2-2.3
Love Stamps
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2-2.4

Commemorative Stamps
These stamps are issued in observance of historical events, in honor
of noted persons, and on topics of national importance. They depict
our nation’s achievements, portray the natural wonders of our
country, instill pride in America, and focus attention on worthy
causes, issues, and national concerns.
The Postal Service encourages the widespread use of
commemorative stamps. These stamps are not intended to replace
regular stamps of the same class but should be sold when available.
Each commemorative issue is printed in limited quantities and is to
be sold while supplies last or as otherwise directed.

Exhibit 2-2.4
Commemorative Stamps
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2-2.5

Breast Cancer Research Semipostal Stamps
Breast Cancer Research semipostal stamps are subject to special
limitations and conditions. They provide a means for customers to
make contributions toward breast cancer research. Breast Cancer
Research semipostal stamps are offered for sale for a limited time as
provided under 39 U.S.C. 414. Additional semipostal stamps may be
issued. Information regarding the selling price of a semipostal stamp
may be found in the Postal Bulletin.

Exhibit 2-2.5
Breast Cancer Research
Semipostal Stamps
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2-2.6

Stamped Envelopes
These envelopes are sold at their face value plus cost of the stock
when sold separately. Envelopes are available in two styles: #10
(longer business size) and #6-3/4. Full boxes of stamped envelopes
are sold at a special price.

Exhibit 2-2.6a
#10 Envelope

Exhibit 2-2.6b
#6-3/4 Envelope
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2-2.7

Philatelic Items
Philatelic items are items that have an actual stamp in their design
and/or support the hobby of stamp collecting. Examples would be a
Commemorative Yearbook which contains all the stamps and
stationery items issued in a particular year.

Exhibit 2-2.7
Commemorative Yearbook
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2-3

Ordering Stock
2-3.1

Supply Source
Each unit has a designated supply source for stamps, postal
stationary, philatelic items, and postal money orders. This source is
the stamp distribution office (SDO). Your administrative Post Office
has advised you of the location of your SDO and your ordering
schedule. You must be sure that the stock you order does not
exceed your accountability or established bond limits.

2-3.2

Minimum Stamp Ordering Quantities
When ordering stamps, use the chart below to determine the
minimum number of stamps required by type or denomination.
Type of Item

Minimum Quantity

Books of stamps (all)

increments of

25

Stamped envelopes

increments of

50

Postal cards

increments of

50

Aerograms

increments of

10

Coils of stamps

coils of 100

10

Coils of stamps

coils of 500/3000

1

Commemorative stamps (all)

full panes only

1

Denominations .01 to .99
panes of 20, 50, or 100)

full panes only

1

Denominations $1.00 to $5.00
(panes of 20)

full panes only

1

Denominations above $5.00

increments of

10

Migratory Bird Stamps

PSA

1

(Order on separate PS Form 17)
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Exhibit 2-3.2
Stamp Stock

2-3.3

Ordering
To order stamp stock, prepare PS Form 17, Stamp Requisition, in
triplicate. Identify your unit completely on each form.
Complete PS Form 17.
1.

Add the date stamp.

2.

Insert your unit name, unit number, and unit phone number.

3.

Include your finance number.

4.

Check the form and fill in your order.

5.

Check your computations and total your order.

6.

Sign and date the completed PS Form 17. Do not initial.

Mail the original and duplicate to the SDO. Write “Stamp Requisition”
on the lower left corner of the envelope (and use a return address).
Keep the triplicate until the shipment arrives. Improperly prepared
requisitions are returned unprocessed.
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1
2

4

5

6

Exhibit 2-3.3
PS Form 17
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2-3.4

Placing Emergency Orders
Order stamps and stamped paper according to the schedule
established by the SDO. Restrict emergency orders to stock that is
needed to meet customer demand and that could not have been
foreseen on the date assigned for ordering. You should order only
one or two items on each emergency requisition.
When you must order emergency stock from the SDO, write
“EMERGENCY” in the heading of each PS Form 17 and in the lower
left corner on the outside of the envelope. Only emergency orders
identified in this way receive priority attention.

2-3.5

Ordering Postal Money Order Form Sets (As Required)
Requisition blank money order form sets on the established
requisitioning schedule. Needs for forms must be anticipated and
ordered accordingly.
Order domestic money orders as follows:

2-3.6

1.

Order on PS Form 17 in duplicate (one original and one copy).
Do not include money orders on the same form with stamp
stock.

2.

Write in Item No. 3290 to specify domestic money orders.

3.

Order quantities in multiples of 100.

Receiving Stock
You should open all stock immediately, with a witness if possible,
and check it against your order listed on PS Form 17.
Examine each shipping container to make sure that the seal is
unbroken and the unit is not damaged.
All stock received in original cartons or sealed boxes, including
unbroken packages of sheet stamps or stock received in envelopes
or unmarked shipping containers, must be opened and verified.
Once opened and verified, all stamp stock must be placed in the
safe and secured against loss or damage. Please see Section 1-4.5
for more detailed instructions.
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Exhibit 2-3.6
Counting Stamps

Use these procedures for opening and verifying the various kinds of
stock:
Cartons. Before opening cartons, follow instructions on the “OPEN
HERE” notice printed on the outside of the carton.
Stamps in Sheets. Before removing the sealed film wrapper on
individual factory-sealed packages of stamps, verify that each unit
contains 100 sheets of the denomination (unless it is a high
denomination) and that it is the type of stock you ordered. Follow the
instructions on the package.
Stamps in Coils. Verify that each box of stamp coils matches your
order in quantity, type, and denomination. Perform the verification
through the round openings in the plastic box cover, according to the
instructions on the cover, before you break the seals or the plastic
film wrap.
Stamps in Books. Before breaking the cellophane on the boxes,
verify that each box contains the number of units of books in the
denomination and type as described on the unit package.
Stamped Envelopes and Postal Cards. When the cartons are
opened, check the number of boxes or packages and the
denominations of the envelopes or cards against the carton labels.
Philatelic Items. Verify that the quantity received agrees with the
quantity ordered. At times the stamps for certain items like Mint Sets
can be shipped separately from the collector book.
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2-4

Returning Stock
2-4.1

Requirements for Returns
Only saleable postage stamps, Postal Service stationery (such as
stamped envelopes), or philatelic items may be returned to the SDO
for redistribution. Excess stock is never transferred or exchanged
between Post Offices, stations, branches, or contract units.
Only full sheets, booklets, and coils are accepted as returned stock.
Stamps that are paper clipped are not accepted. Paper clipping
stamps gives them the appearance of being canceled. Envelopes
may be returned in multiples of 100, and postal cards and
aerogrmmes in multiples of 50.
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1.

Complete an original and two copies of PS Form 17 (shown in
this module under ordering stamp stock). List the Post Office,
state, ZIP Code, unit number, and finance number. Write in the
registry number from Label 200, which is used for mailing the
stock to the SDO. All returned stock must be sent by
Registered Mail service addressed to the SDO.

2.

List quantity, descriptions (item number), rate, and value in the
“Return Stamp” columns. Do not list different types of a
denomination as one. Each type must be itemized separately
so that the SDO can inventory the returned stock.

3.

Show the total value of the stamps returned.

4.

Sign all copies of PS Form 17, and have them signed by a
witness, if available.

5.

Date with the all-purpose dating stamp (round-dater) in the
upper right corner.

6.

Enclose the original PS Form 17. Make sure one copy is inside
the package with the stock.

7.

Keep the triplicate PS Form 17 as a record of stock returned.

8.

Make the appropriate entries to AIC 848 on PS Form 1412-B,
Daily Financial Report, on the day of the shipment to the SDO.
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3-1

Overview
Domestic mail is sent in, among, and between the United
States, its territories and possessions, Army/Air Force (APOArmy Post Office) and Navy (FPO-Fleet Post Office) Post
Offices, and the United Nations. Reference: DMM Section G.
This module contains definitions for each class of mail, detailed
procedural guidelines, and step-by-step instructions for
completing the appropriate forms.
It is extremely important that you protect the revenue due the
Postal Service. Improperly rated mail causes lost revenue and
sometimes delays mail. By following mail classification
regulations, you can help minimize these problems.
The more you know about the services and products you
provide, the better you can satisfy your customers’ needs. When
you fill their needs, your customers return with more business.
This module describes the following services:
Express Mail.
Priority Mail.
First-Class Mail.
Periodicals Mail.
Standard Mail.
Package Services.
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3-2

Express Mail Service
3-2.1

Introduction

Express Mail service is designed to meet the increasing
demand for fast, reliable delivery of mail. It offers
guaranteed 1-day or 2-day service. The guarantee is for ontime attempt of delivery or money back. Express Mail items
receive expedited handling from the time of acceptance
through the time of delivery. The use of distinctive labels
and the orange and blue Express Mail pouches are
designed to give high visibility allowing Postal Service
employees to isolate these pieces from regular mail and
expedite handling.
Exhibit 3-2
Express Mail Envelope
Exhibit 2-6a:
EP-13

Adding Machine Tape
530%
N
12 x 39

3-2.2

Benefits and Features of Express Mail Service
Postage and fees can be paid by Express Mail corporate
accounts (EMCAs) or federal agency accounts.
The service provides a record that the article was delivered. A
signature is required unless a waiver is signed.
Service is available 365 days a year to and from select locations.
Consult your local COR for details and areas served.
Express Mail supplies are available free of charge. They may be
picked up at any Post Office or received by mail by calling
1-800-222-1811.
Flat-rate envelopes are available for the 1/2-pound fee regardless
of weight or domestic destination.
Insurance (up to $100) is included at no additional cost; however,
additional merchandise insurance may be purchased up to
Exhibit 2-6b: Spoiled Money Order
$5,000.

360%

A waiver
O for weekend or holiday delivery is available.
Express
items are forwarded at no charge to the addressee
28 Mail
x 12p6
or mailer.
Return receipt service is available for a fee with domestic Express
Mail service.
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There is a guaranteed “Attempted on-time delivery or your money
back” policy. A full postage refund is made for all domestic
shipments delivered later than the service standard for that
particular service. Customers must apply for a refund at a local
Post Office, station, or branch. Contract postal units do not
process refunds for Express Mail failures. You must refer the
customer to their local Post Office.
Customers may deposit Express Mail articles at any Post Office,
drop box, or Postal Service pickup.
Express Mail items are tracked and traced. Delivery information is
available to customers at a toll-free number (1-800-222-1811) or
at www.usps.com.
3-2.3

Express Mail Corporate Accounts and Federal Agency
Accounts
Express Mail corporate account is a trust account that allows
customers who mail frequently to pay postage for Express Mail
service through an issued account number.
Federal agency Express Mail service allows federal agencies to
send Express Mail items using their issued federal agency
account number.

3-2.4

Handling
Express Mail items must be handled expeditiously. They are to be
shipped exclusively in the orange and blue nylon sack designated
for Express Mail items. These sacks must not be used for any other
class of mail.

3-2.5

Postage Rates
Express Mail postage rates vary by the type of service selected as
follows:
Overnight Letter Rate. This rate is used for letters weighing up
to 8 ounces.
Flat-Rate Envelope. Any amount of material may be mailed in a
special flat-rate envelope (EP-13F). The rate of postage is the
rate charged for a 1/2-pound piece, regardless of the weight of
the material placed into the flat-rate envelope.
Rates Based on Weight. After exceeding the rate for 8 ounces
(1/2-pound) overnight letters, rates are charged in 1-pound
increments, from 2 through 70 pounds, regardless of distance.
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3-2.6

Post Office to Addressee Service
Mail deposited by 5 p.m. (or other acceptance times authorized by
your Post Office) is delivered to the addressee by either 12 noon or
3 p.m. the next day, weekends and holidays included.
Express Mail Second-Day service is also available. For Express Mail
service from Post Office to addressee, use Label 11-B, Express Mail
Post Office to Addressee.

5

10

15

6

11

16

12

17

13

18

14

19

7
8
9

4

3

2

1

Exhibit 3-2.6
Label 11-B

Step 1: Complete Label 11-B.
First, have the customer fill in:
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1.

Name, street address, city, state, and ZIP Code of sender.

2.

Name, street address, city, state, and ZIP Code of addressee.

3.

The EMCA number, if applicable. (Verify EMCA number in
most recent Postal Bulletin. If number is on invalid EMCA list,
do not accept item.)
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4.

The Waiver of Signature, if desired. The customer should
check the box for waiver of signature service and then sign if
the customer agrees that the item may be left at the address if
the addressee is not available to sign for it. The item is left if
the carrier can find a secure location for it.

Customer can also indicate a choice for no delivery on a weekend or
holiday at this time.
Then, you:
5.

Fill in ZIP Code of your contract unit.

6.

Fill in date article was received.

7.

Fill in time article was received.

8.

Fill in weight of article.

9.

Check No Delivery option if applicable.

10.

Check day of delivery.

11.

Check appropriate time.

12.

Check if military destination.

13.

Insert country code if international.

14.

Fill in your initials.

15.

Check if flat-rate envelope.

16.

Insert postage fee.

17.

Insert return receipt fee if requested by customer.

18.

Insert additional insurance fee if requested by customer.

19.

Insert total postage and fees.

Step 2: Prepare item for mailing.
Prepare the item for mailing as follows:
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1.

Remove the two inner copies of the label.

2.

Return the customer receipt copy to the customer.

3.

File the finance copy with your closeout paperwork and
dispatch according to local procedure at the end of the day.

4.

Affix the label and the appropriate postage to the item being
mailed. No postage is required for an EMCA or a federal
agency account number.
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3-3

Priority Mail Service
3-3.1

Features
Priority Mail service is First-Class Mail service for items
weighing more than 13 ounces up to the maximum 70
pounds. It is an expedited service for customers who need
prompt, but not overnight, delivery.
At the customer’s option, any mail that weighs 13 ounces or
less may be mailed at Priority Mail rates. There is no
minimum weight limit for Priority Mail items. Mail weighing
less than 13 ounces and endorsed “Priority Mail” is charged
the minimum 1-pound Priority Mail service rate.

Exhibit 3-3
Priority Mail Envelope

Weight Limit

Maximum Dimensions

70 pounds

The combined length and girth of an item may not
exceed 108 inches. See Exhibit 3-7.2.

Parcels that weigh less than 15 pounds but measure more than 84
inches in combined length and girth are charged the applicable rate
for a 15-pound parcel.
3-3.2

Handling
Place Priority Mail items in the orange pouch. Do not mix Priority
Mail items with Package Services items.

3-3.3

Delivery Time
Although this service is not guaranteed, the goal for Priority Mail
service is 2-day delivery between major metropolitan areas.
Otherwise, Priority Mail service receives First-Class Mail service
handling and should meet First-Class Mail service standards of
1-, 2-, or 3-day delivery.

3-3.4

Endorsements
Priority Mail service must be identified by using special envelopes,
boxes, stickers, address labels, or tape marked “Priority Mail.” The
stick-on items must be placed prominently on the address side of
each Priority Mail piece, preferably below the stamps and above the
address. On packages, the labels should be placed on the top,
bottom, and sides of the piece.
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3-3.5

Postage Rates
Postage rates vary for Priority Mail service according to the following
weight schedule:
Flat-Rate Envelope. Any amount of material that can be mailed
in the special flat-rate envelope is subject to the postage rate that
applies to a 1-pound Priority Mail piece, regardless of the weight
of the material in the envelope.
Rates by Weight and Zone. After items exceed the 1-pound flat
rate, rates are charged in 1-pound increments according to zone
(the distance the item travels).

3-3.6

Computing Postage
To rate Priority Mail items for postage, you must do the following:

3-3.7

1.

Weigh the item. If the weight includes any fraction over a
pound, consider the fraction a whole pound (round the weight
up to the next pound).

2.

Consult your official zone chart. Determine the zone to which
the item is being mailed by matching the first three digits of the
ZIP Code of the destination city with the appropriate zone
number.

3.

Consult your rate chart. The correct postage for the package is
based on the weight and zone.

Affixing Postage
Process the item as follows:
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1.

Compute the postage charge and fees for any requested
special services.

2.

Write the total amount in the upper right corner of the item.

3.

Collect the charges from the customer.
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Exhibit 3-3.7
Priority Mail Flat-Rate
Envelope

If the customer has affixed the postage stamps to the item before
presenting it, do not collect any money until you have computed the
postage charges and rated the item to verify that the postage affixed
is correct. If the postage affixed is insufficient for mailing, you must
affix the additional postage stamps or meter strip in the customer’s
presence and collect the money.
4.

Affix postage stamps or a meter strip in the amount collected
in the upper right corner of the item if the address is written
directly on the wrapping. If an address label is used, affix the
postage stamps or meter strip so that they partially cover the
label. Affix the postage in the presence of the customer.

5.

Hand-cancel all the postage stamps with the all-purpose
dating stamp. Meter strips do not require canceling.

For more information on Priority Mail service, see DMM C100, E100,

Exhibit 3-3.2a: New--M100, P100, and R100.
400%
P
18p x 29p9
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3-4

First-Class Mail Service

Exhibit 3-4
Letter with First Class
Mail Rate Stamp

3-4.1

Features
All First-Class Mail service has two common features: expeditious
handling and closure to Postal Service inspection.
The contents of First-Class Mail items are private and personal —
meant only for the eyes of the writer and the addressee. This mail is
closed to Postal Service inspection by law. Typewritten or
handwritten material having the character of personal
correspondence must be sent by First-Class Mail service, Priority
Mail service, or Express Mail service.
Types of mail that must be sent as First-Class Mail items are shown
below. Any other type of mail may be sent as First-Class Mail items
at the sender’s option.
Must be classified as First-Class Mail items:
Bills and invoices.
Cards.
Checks.
Greeting cards.
Letters.
Money orders.
Personal notes.
Postal cards.
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Additional services available with First-Class Mail service:
Certified Mail.
Delivery Confirmation and Signature Confirmation service
(Priority Mail service). Mailpieces must have enough surface area
on the address side to fit the delivery address, return address,
postage, markings and endorsements, and special service label.
They must also be in a box, or, if not in a box, greater than 3/4inch thick at the thickest point.
Insured Mail (with Standard Mail or Package Services matter
mailed at First-Class Mail rates).
Registered Mail.
Restricted delivery (with Certified, numbered Insured, or
Registered Mail).
Return receipt (with Certified, numbered Insured, or Registered
Mail).
Special handling.
Rate for Keys and Identification Devices. This is a special rate for
keys, identification cards and tags, or similar identification devices
that are dropped loose in a collection box and bear a complete
return address. (See DMM E120.2.4 and E130.2.2)
3-4.2

Size Standards for Letters and Postcards
Some mail is difficult for the
Postal Service to process
because of unusual sizes or
shapes. Nonmachinable
surcharges encourage
customers to prepare their
mail so that it can be
processed on Postal Service
machinery.
Use Notice 3A, Letter-Size
Mail Dimensional Standards
Template, to measure the
mailability of envelopes.

Exhibit 3-4.2
Notice 3A
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3-4.3

Minimum Size Standards
No item may be mailed that is not:
At least 0.007-inch thick (about as thick as a postal card).
More than 1/4-inch thick, unless it is all of these:
Rectangular.
At least 3-1/2 inches high.
At least 5 inches long.

Exhibit 3-4.3
Maximum
Letter-Size
Dimensions

6-1/8"

1/4"
11-1/2"

3-4.4

Nonstandard-Size Mail
A First-Class Mail item weighing 1 ounce or less is nonstandard if:
Its dimensions exceed any of these size limits:
Height — 6-1/8 inches.
Length — 11-1/2 inches.
Thickness — 1/4 inch.
Its length divided by height is less than 1.3 or more than 2.5.
You must assess the current surcharge on each piece of mail that
exceeds any of these standards, in addition to the applicable
postage and fees. Check your rate chart for the current surcharge.

3-4.5

Delivery Time
All First-Class Mail items receive prompt handling and
transportation. Generally, First-Class Mail items are delivered in 1, 2,
or 3 days based on established service standards for a given origin
point.
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3-4.6

Postcards and Stamped Cards
Although postcards and stamped cards are both First-Class Mail
items, it is important to understand the difference between them.
Postcards are privately printed mailing cards for transmitting
messages. These are not sold by the Postal Service. Stamped cards
are cards for transmitting messages, supplied by the Postal Service,
with a postage stamp printed or impressed on them.

Exhibit 3-4.6
Stamped Card

3-4.7

Postcard Sizes
To be mailable at the postcard rate, a postcard must not be more
than 4-1/4 inches high or 6 inches long. Postcards more than 4-1/4
inches high or 6 inches long require First-Class Mail letter rate
postage.
Be sure to follow these guidelines when accepting mail. If a
nonstandard-size mailpiece is found without the surcharge postage
affixed, additional postage is collected from the addressee, possibly
delaying delivery.

3-4.8

Insurance
Insurance is not available for matter that must be sent via First-Class
Mail service. (Section 5-4.1 lists these types of matter.) Customers
often want to insure letters that contain only correspondence. For
these customers, suggest Certified Mail or Registered Mail service
and inform them that insurance is for material of intrinsic value only.
However, Standard Mail or Package Services matter mailed at FirstClass Mail service rates may be insured. (See Module 4 on Special
Services — Insurance.)
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3-4.9

Endorsements
Single-piece rate First-Class Mail items must have a delivery
address but do not require the endorsement “First-Class” or “FirstClass Mail.”

3-4.10

Forwarding
All First-Class Mail items are forwarded to a new address at no
additional charge for 1 year. First-Class Mail items that cannot be
delivered as addressed and cannot be forwarded to a new address
are returned to the sender at no additional charge with the reason
for nondelivery.
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3-5

Periodicals Mail Service
Periodicals mail service is primarily used by publishers and
newsagents for mailing newspapers and magazines in large or bulk
quantities. Customers who need more information about Periodicals
mail service privileges should call or visit the business mail entry
unit, Postal Service business center, or main Post Office. Customers
may mail individual copies of Periodicals mail service publications by
paying the appropriate First-Class Mail service single-piece rate or
Package Services single-piece rate.
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3-6

Standard Mail Service
3-6.1

Features
Standard Mail service may be used by anyone, but it
is used most often by large mailers. This class
includes printed material, booklets, catalogs,
newsletters, photographs, keys, and merchandise
weighing less than 16 ounces.
Any Standard Mail item weighing 16 ounces or more
is classified and charged as Package Services mail.
For faster delivery, customers may choose Express
Mail service, Priority Mail service, or First-Class Mail
service for these packages.

3-6.2

Exhibit 3-6
Standard Mail
mailpiece

Minimum Size Standards
No item may be mailed that is not:
At least 0.007-inch thick (about as thick as a postal card).
More than 1/4-inch thick unless it is all of these:
Rectangular.
At least 3-1/2 inches high.
At least 5 inches long.

3-6.3

Residual Shape Surcharge
A residual shape surcharge applies to each item that is prepared as
a parcel or is not letter-size or flat-size.

3-6.4

Postage Rates
Postage rates vary for Standard Mail service as follows:
Regular Rate. This rate is for a minimum of 200 pieces or 50
pounds presented at one time. Only specially trained Postal Service
employees at business mail acceptance units may accept bulk
mailings. Mailers must have the required permits and complete
specific paperwork.
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Nonprofit Rate. The rate is available for nonprofit organizations and
may be accepted only at business mail acceptance units if special
requirements are met.
Contract postal units may not accept bulk Standard Mail mailings.
For more information on Standard Mail service, see DMM C600,
E600, M600, P600, and R600.
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3-7

Package Services Mail Service
3-7.1

Features
Fourth-class mail service is now called Package Services.
Package Services mail includes merchandise, printed matter,
mailable live animals, and assorted other matter weighing 16
ounces or more and not included in First-Class Mail,
Periodicals, or Standard Mail service.
Postage for Package Services and bound printed matter items
(books and catalogs) is computed by the weight of the package
and the distance the package must travel to its destination.

Exhibit 3-7
Package Services
Mailpiece

The two remaining subclasses — Media Mail and Library Mail — are
not zone-rated. Postage for these subclasses is based on weight
and mail makeup.
Films, microfilms, test materials, printed music, play scripts and
manuscripts, and books are examples of the allowable content in
Media Mail and Library Mail. The Domestic Mail Manual, E700, has
more information about the use of the various Package Services
categories.
Special services available with package services include the
following:
Delivery Confirmation.
Insured Mail, with or without return receipt.
Return receipt for merchandise (for merchandise sent at Package
Services rates).
Signature Confirmation.
Special handling.
3-7.2

Size and Weight Limits
Packages may not weigh more than 70 pounds or measure more
than 108 inches in combined length and girth. An oversized rate is
charged for packages where the combined length and girth is more
than 108 inches but not more than 130 inches. A single piece of
Bound Printed Matter mail can weigh no more than 15 pounds.
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Exhibit 3-7.2
Measurements

Maximum Measurements

3-7.3

Length and Girth

108 inches

Weight

70 inches

First-Class Weight

11 inches

Preparing Packages for Mailing
Packages are prepared for mailing as follows:
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1.

The customer should place a list of the contents plus the
names and addresses of the sender and the receiver inside
the package. This precaution can help in the delivery of the
package if the outside address becomes illegible.

2.

Packages should be clearly marked on the outside with the
names and addresses, including the ZIP Codes, of both the
sender and receiver. If a package is presented without a ZIP
Code, either you or the customer must consult the ZIP Code
directory and add the ZIP Code to the address. The writing on
the package should be in indelible ink or typed on a label,
easily readable at 30 inches (arm’s length).
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3-7.4

Computing Postage
Compute postage charges as follows:

3-7.5

1.

Weigh the item. If the item includes any fraction over a pound,
consider the fraction a whole pound (round the weight up to
the next pound).

2.

Consult your official zone chart. Determine the zone to which
the item is being mailed by matching the first three digits of the
ZIP Code of the destination city with the appropriate zone
number.

3.

Consult your rate chart. The correct postage for the package is
based on the weight and zone.

Affixing Postage
Process the item as follows:
1.

Compute the postage charge and fees for any requested
special services.

2.

Write the total amount in the upper right corner of the item.

3.

Collect the charges from the customer.

If the customer has affixed the postage stamps to the item before
presenting it, do not collect any money until you have computed the
postage charges and rated the item to verify that the postage affixed
is correct. If the postage affixed is insufficient, you must affix the
additional postage stamps or meter strip in the customer’s presence
and collect the money.
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4.

Affix postage stamps or a meter strip in the amount collected
in the upper right corner of the item if the address is written
directly on the wrapping. Affix the postage in the presence of
the customer.

5.

Hand-cancel all the postage stamps with the all-purpose
dating stamp. Meter strips do not require canceling.
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3-7.6

Endorsing Packages
Place an endorsement on the package using one of your
endorsement stamps. These endorsements alert Postal Service
employees to the nature of the contents and to how the package is
to be handled, transported, and delivered.
Stamp all endorsements on the address side of the package, above
the addressee’s name, under the postage, and on the backside of
the package. Packages endorsed “Liquid,” “Fragile,” or “Perishable”
should be stamped on all sides.
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4-1

Overview
4-1.1

Features
In addition to the five classes of mail, customers can use the various
special mail services, supplemental services, and nonmail services
to meet certain requirements. Special services are enhancements
that, for a fee in addition to postage, provide greater security and
accountability for mail, convenience to the sender, or improved
handling.

Special Services
Certified Mail
Insured Mail
Registered Mail
Return receipt for merchandise
Special handling
Delivery Confirmation
Signature Confirmation
4-1.2

Supplementary
Certificate of mailing
Restricted delivery
Return receipt

Nonmail
Cash receipt
Money orders (if applicable)

Availability
Special services are not available for use with Periodicals mail. Not
all special services are available for use with all other classes of
mail, and only specific services may be combined for the same
mailpiece.

4-1.3

Placement of Markings
You must place markings for special services
above the delivery address and to the right of
the return address on all items. This
placement applies to Registered Mail,
Insured Mail, and Certified Mail service, as
well as to endorsements for restricted
delivery, Signature Confirmation service,
Delivery Confirmation service, and return
receipt requested. All these services are
covered in this module, in alphabetical order.

Exhibit 4-1.3
Placement of Special Services Markings
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4-2

Cash Receipt
4-2.1

Features
A cash receipt is simply a receipt for the purchase of postage or
services for the customer’s records. It does not provide proof of
mailing.

4-2.2

Form
For a cash receipt, use PS Form 1096, Receipt.

1

2
Exhibit
4-2.2
PS Form 1096 annotated

3

Exhibit 4-2.2
PS Form 1096 annotated

Complete PS Form 1096.
Complete the form with the following:
1.

Total amount of purchase

2.

Your name.

3.

Date you complete the form

Then give the receipt to the customer.
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4-3

Certificate of Mailing
4-3.1

Features
PS Form 3817, Certificate of Mailing, provides the customer with a
receipt showing evidence of mailing only. This service does not
insure the item against loss or damage, and it is not the same as
Certified Mail service. A receipt is not obtained when the mail is
delivered to the addressee.

4-3.2

Original, When Mailing
The customer must affix uncancelled stamps or a meter strip to the
form to cover the certificate of mailing fee. Cancel the stamps and
return the certificate to the customer.

4-3.3

Duplicate, After Mailing
To obtain an additional certificate after mailing, the customer must
present the original certificate to you with a copy endorsed
“duplicate” or “copy” that shows the original date of mailing.
Postmark the additional certificate to show the current date.

Exhibit 4-3.3
PS Form 3817
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4-4

4

Certified Mail Service
4-4.1

Features
Certified Mail service provides proof of delivery of mail. The sender
receives a receipt at the time of mailing, and the Postal Service
maintains a record of delivery. The addressee signs for the item
when it is delivered.
No record is kept at the Post Office from which Certified Mail items
are sent. No special handling is given to Certified Mail service during
transit. This service is not available for international mail.
Only mailable matter on which postage is paid at a First-Class Mail
rate (including Priority Mail service) may be accepted as a Certified
Mail item.
Additional services available with Certified Mail service:
Restricted delivery service.
Return receipt.

4-4.2

Processing Certified Mail Items
For Certified Mail service, use PS Form 3800, Receipt for Certified
Mail.
Step 1: Complete PS Form 3800.
First, have the customer fill in:
1.

Name of addressee.

2.

Street address of addressee.

3.

City, state, and ZIP Code of addressee.

Then, you complete:
4.

Amount of regular postage.

5.

Certified fee.

6.

Return receipt fee if selected by the customer.

7.

Restricted delivery fee if selected by the customer.

8.

Total postage and fees.

9.

Current date stamped with all-purpose dating stamp.
54
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4
5
6
9

7
8
1
2
3

Exhibit 4-4.2
PS Form 3800 annotated

Step 2: Prepare item for mailing.
Prepare the item for mailing as follows:
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1.

Affix the green barcoded sticker to the top of the item being
mailed, if the customer has not done so. Place the sticker to
the right of the return address.

2.

If return receipt service is purchased, complete PS Form 3811,
Domestic Return Receipt, and affix it to the back of a lettersize envelope. On large envelopes and packages, affix the
form on the front of the item above the address.

3.

Place the postage on the item and endorse it with the
appropriate handstamp for each additional service purchased,
such as restricted delivery or return receipt. The amount of
postage must be sufficient to cover the Certified Mail fee, FirstClass Mail postage, and/or return receipt fee, as appropriate.

4.

Return the right-side portion of PS Form 3800 to the customer
as a receipt.

5.

Place the item in the appropriate outgoing mail container
(Priority Mail items in orange pouch, First-Class Mail items in
green pouch).
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4-4.3

Including Return Receipt Service
When a customer wants mail certified, he or she usually also
requests a return receipt. A return receipt provides the signature of
the person receiving the letter and the date it was delivered — this
proves the letter was delivered. If the customer wants a return
receipt, use PS Form 3811. See instructions for return receipt
service in Section 6-10.

4-4.4

Anticipating Customers’ Needs
Check with customers who mail certified items regularly to be sure
that they have an adequate supply of blank PS Forms 3800 and
3811. It saves time if the customer fills out the forms in advance. By
anticipating their needs, you offer customers better service.
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4-5

Delivery Confirmation Service
4-5.1

Features
Delivery Confirmation service provides the mailer with information
about the date and times an article was delivered and, if delivery
was attempted but not successful, the date and time of the delivery
attempt. Delivery Confirmation service is available only at the time of
mailing. No record is kept at the office of mailing. Delivery
Confirmation service does not include insurance, but insurance may
be purchased as an additional service.
Mailers can access delivery information on the Internet at
www.usps.com or by calling 1-800-222-1811 toll-free and providing
the article number.
Types of mail available with Delivery Confirmation service:
Priority Mail items.
First-Class Mail parcels.
Package Services items (parcels only).
Additional services available with Delivery Confirmation service:
Insured Mail service.
Registered Mail service.
Restricted delivery service, if purchased with insurance for more
than $50, COD, or registry service.
Return receipt service, if purchased with insurance for more than
$50, COD, or registry service.
Return receipt for merchandise service.
Special handling service.
Note: Return receipt service and restricted delivery service cannot
be combined with Delivery Confirmation service without the
purchase of registry, insurance (numbered), or COD service.

4-5.2

Processing Delivery Confirmation Service
A CPU with scanning capability will use one of the following
procedures:
An IRT wand (Unisys III and MOS).
A Delivery Confirmation scanner (to be used by offices with
Unisys II or without IRT/POS ONE scanning capability).
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For Delivery Confirmation service the customer will use PS Form
152, Delivery Confirmation Label, obtained from the Post Office at
no charge.
A CPU without scanning capability can still sell Delivery Confirmation
service.

1
2
3

5
4

Exhibit 4-5.2a
PS Form 152 annotated

First have the customer fill in:
1.

Name of addressee.

2.

Street address of addressee.

3.

City, state, and ZIP Code of addressee.

Then you:
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1.

Check service being used: Priority Mail or Package Services.

2.

Date with all-purpose stamp.
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Placement of PS Form 152, Delivery Confirmation Service Label
Inorrect Placement

Correct Placement

Exhibit 4-5.2b
Placement of Delivery Confirmation label

The label must:
Always be placed so that it can be easily identified and scanned
at delivery.
Be on the address side of the package.
Be to the left of the delivery address within 1/2 inch. On odd-sized
packages, the label must be placed so that the barcode can be
scanned. (On tubes, place the label so that the barcode is
horizontal to the length of the package.)
Not be bent around the package edge.
Not cover barcode with tape or plastic wrap.
Be to the right of the return address when used in combination
with other special services.
Keep the two labels as close to each other as possible for easy
identification at delivery. Advise the customer to keep the receipt as
proof of mailing and as a reference to verify delivery.
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Customers can access delivery status information in a variety of
ways:
Telephone: 1-800-222-1811.
Internet: www.usps.com.
Electronic file transfer.
Information will be available the evening of delivery or attempted
delivery.
4-5.3

Selling Delivery Confirmation Service
Every day retail professionals are asked by their customers, “When
do you think it will get there?” Now there is a simple-to-use, low-cost
option to satisfy the needs of customers. Delivery Confirmation
service provides an opportunity for customers to quickly receive
peace-of-mind about when their article will arrive. All retail
professionals can suggest this new service by simply asking, “Would
you like proof of mailing or delivery?”

4-5.4

Delivery of Delivery Confirmation Service Mail (For
Contract Postal Units With P.O. Box Sections Only)
Delivery Confirmation service handheld scanners:
Scan the barcode on the Delivery Confirmation service label.
The scanner will prompt you to:
Have the customer complete PS Form 3849, Delivery Notice/
Reminder/Receipt (signature, printed name, and address).
Enter the first initial and last name (like Express Mail service).
Scan PS Form 3849.
Contract stations without the Delivery Confirmation service handheld
scanner:
A CPU without a Delivery Confirmation scanner can still deliver
Delivery Confirmation service mail. Check with your administrative
Post Office for the procedure used in your district.
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4-6

Insured Mail Service
4-6.1

Features
Insured Mail service provides up to $5,000 indemnity for loss, rifling,
or damaged articles. Insured Mail items are dispatched and handled
in transit as ordinary mail. The following material may be insured:
Packages Services includes:
First-Class Mail items (including Priority Mail items), if they
contain matter that may be mailed as Package Services mail.
Standard Mail pieces subject to the residual shape surcharge
(bulk insurance only).
Official government mail endorsed “Postage and Fees Paid.”
(Indemnity is limited to $100.)
The following may not be insured:
Packages containing matter offered for sale if addressed to
prospective purchasers who have not ordered them or authorized
their sending. If such matter is received in the mail, payment is
not made for loss, rifling, or damage.
Nonmailable matter (such as hazardous and prohibited items; see
DMM C023).
Items so fragile that they cannot be carried safely in the mail
regardless of packaging.
Items not prepared to withstand normal handling in the mail. As a
rule, any package that is mailable should be insurable.
Mail not bearing the complete names and addresses of the sender
and addressee include:
Standard Mail pieces that are not subject to the residual shape
surcharge.
Matter mailed at First-Class Mail rates (including Priority Mail
items) that consists of items described in DMM E110 is required
to be mailed at First-Class Mail rates.
Additional service available with unnumbered insured service:
Special handling.
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Additional services available with numbered insured service:
Return receipt.
Restricted delivery.
Special handling.
Signature Confirmation.
Delivery Confirmation.
4-6.2

Forms
There are two forms for insuring mail: PS Form 3813, Receipt for
Domestic Insured Parcel, and PS Form 3813-P, Insured Mail
Receipt. PS Form 3813 is the receipt used for minimum liability.
Minimum liability covers anything insured for $50 or less.

Exhibit 4-6.2a
PS Form 3813 (Both Sides)
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PS Form 3813-P is used when insurance is requested for more than
$50 up to a limit of $5,000. Notice that PS Form 3813-P has a
number on it. PS Form 3813 has none. Packages insured for
minimum liability have no numbers; packages insured for more than
$50 have numbers.
Note that PS Form 3813 contains the notice “Not for International
Mail” immediately below the title. Regardless of the amount of
insurance requested, insured packages to other countries must have
a number; therefore, only PS Form 3813-P may be used for
international insured mail. Use this form for insuring packages for
more than $50 and for packages to other countries.
Note that PS Form 3813-P has a “return receipt” space. This is
where you fill in the fee if the customer requests a return receipt. PS
Form 3813 has no space for a return receipt fee because this
service is not available for packages insured for $50 or less.

8
1
3

2

4
5
6

9

7

Exhibit 4-6.2b
PS Form 3813-P (Front Only) annotated
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4-6.3

Completing the Forms
On the bottom of PS Form 3813-P, the
customer fills in the name and address
of the addressee as shown on the
package. This is the customer’s receipt
for the insured package, which the
customer should keep until the package
is accounted for.
Fill in the following:

Exhibit 4-6.3
Placement of
Elliptical Stamp

1.

Amount of regular postage.

2.

Amount of insurance.

3.

Insurance fee.

4.

Restricted delivery fee if requested
by customer.

5.

Special handling fee if requested by
customer.

6.

Return receipt fee if requested by customer.

7.

Total postage and fees.

8.

Check appropriate box for special handling instructions, if
applicable.

9.

Current date stamped with round-dater.
Collect the fees and postage.
Stamp the package for minimum insured, or affix the selfadhesive sticker portion from PS Form 3813-P for numbered
insured.

4-6.4

Elliptical Stamp
On the package pictured in exhibit 4-6.3, to the right of the return
address, there is a stamp with “Insured” written within an oval, and a
postmark stamped directly on the outer rim. This stamp, called an
elliptical stamp, is used for packages insured for $50 or less. The
postmark stamp should be near or touching the oval.

Exhibit 4-6.4
Elliptical Stamp
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4-6.5

Inquiries and Claims Reminder
For good customer relations, remind customers to keep the receipt
for Insured Mail until they know that the package has been received
in good condition. If an inquiry or claim is necessary, customers
must present the receipt when filing the claim.
Note: Contract stations cannot accept claims or inquiries for
insurance. The customer must file the claim or inquiry with their local
Post Office.
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4-7

Postal Money Orders
4-7.1

Features
Postal Money orders are a convenient, safe, and economical way to
send money. Domestic money orders can be purchased at all Post
Offices, branches, and stations in the United States and its
possessions.

Exhibit 4-7a
Postal Money
Order

4-7.2

Maximum Amount
The maximum amount of a single money order is $1,000. However,
a customer may purchase multiple money orders at the same time in
the same or different amounts.
No Postal Service customer may purchase money orders in excess
of $10,000 in face value on any day. Also, the Postal Service is
required to obtain information from the purchaser of money orders
when the dollar amount is between $3,000 and $10,000. PS Form
8105, Money Order Transaction Report, is used to collect this
information. If you have questions about an excessive amount of
money orders being purchased by one customer, contact your COR.
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Exhibit 4-7b
PS Form 8105
Money Order
Transaction Report
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4-7.3

Payment
Postal Money orders must be paid for with U.S. currency, coins,
established traveler’s checks payable in U.S. dollars, or ATM debit
cards.
Note: Personal checks are not acceptable payment for money
orders.
If the customer uses a traveler’s check, the value of the money order
must be at least 50 percent of the value of the traveler’s check. You
may give the customer the difference in cash.
With ATM/debit cards at locations approved by the Postal Service
Corporate Treasury, the customer’s personal identification number
must be entered on a keypad connected to a credit/debit terminal.

4-7.4

Replacing Money Orders
The Postal Service replaces the following postal money orders:
Money orders that are lost, if the customer is the purchaser and
filled in his or her name and address and the payee’s name.
Mutilated money orders.
Spoiled or incorrectly prepared money orders.

4-7.5

Inquiries
A customer who wants to know the status of a domestic postal
money order must fill out PS Form 6401, Money Order Inquiry. For a
fee, the customer may file this form any time after the date on the
money order. There is no waiting period for filing the form. If the
money order has not been cashed, a replacement money order is
not issued until 60 days after the purchase date of the original
domestic money order (180 days for international money orders). If a
money order has been cashed, a photocopy of the cashed money
order is returned to the requester.
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Exhibit 4-7.5
PS Form 6401
Money Order Inquiry
4-7.6

Form
The postal money order form set consists of the original and two
copies. The original (top) is the negotiable money order document;
the middle copy is the money order voucher; and the bottom copy is
the customer receipt.

4-7.7

Imprinting the Form
The imprinter is the basic tool used to issue money orders. There is
an operator’s manual for each imprinter, containing written and
photographic step-by-step instructions for operating the imprinter
and replacing ribbon cartridges. Set your issue identification number
in the imprinter. This number must not be your finance number. It
usually begins with your ZIP Code and is six characters long. If your
imprinter malfunctions or breaks down, contact your COR. Three
items must be imprinted on a blank money order form: date (make
sure it is current — yy/mm/dd), office number (issue identifier), and
face amount (fee not included).
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4-7.8

Issuing the Postal Money Order
Be sure you have done the following:
Verify that all information is clearly imprinted on the postal money
order and that the date, office number, and amount are clear and
completely legible on all parts. You and the customer should
verify the amount.
Collect payment for the face amount and the fee.
Remove the voucher copy (middle copy) and hand the customer
the money order, customer receipt, and carbons.
Instruct the customer to fill out both sections of the money order
and customer receipt as promptly as possible.
Advise the customer to keep the customer receipt for any future
inquiry requests.
Place the voucher in the proper receptacle for the end-of-day
reporting, and return the dollar and cent keys to their rest
positions on the money order imprinter.

4-7.9

Spoiled Postal Money Orders
If you spoil a money order by failing to get all the required
impressions on it or by issuing it for the wrong amount, destroy the
customer and voucher copies. Mark or stamp “Spoiled” on the lower
two-thirds of the money order, below the read band. Place the
voucher in the proper receptacle for the end-of-day reporting. Then
correct your error on the machine and issue a correct money order.
Even when you issue a correct money order, your customer might
accidentally spoil it by incorrectly completing the area of the payee
or sender. If a customer presents a spoiled money order, determine
that it has not been altered, and exchange it for a new money order
without collecting an additional fee.
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Exhibit 4-7.9
Spoiled Money Order
4-7.10

Cashing if Altered
If you are presented with a money order with an altered amount, do
not cash it. Tell your COR so that the Inspection Service can be
notified.

4-7.11

Correcting Errors
Failure to follow procedures at the time of issuance can cause errors
that hinder money order reconciliation. The following are the most
common errors, with corrective actions:
Date on Imprinter Not Set Correctly. Set the date at the beginning
of each day and check the date on each money order transaction.
Amount on Imprinter Not Set Correctly. To set the dollar amount,
align the dollar and cent keys on the faceplate for the desired
amount. Check the amount in the verification windows of the
imprinter before activating the operating lever.
Voucher Copy Not Removed. Be sure to remove the voucher from
the middle of the form set before giving the money order to the
customer.
For more information on money orders, see DMM S020.
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4-8

Registered Mail Service
4-8.1

Features
Registered Mail service provides security for valuable and important
mail and evidence of mailing and delivery. Indemnity in case of loss
or damage may be purchased with Registered Mail service.
Registered Mail service is signed for every time it changes hands,
up to and including delivery. It is the most secure service the Postal
Service offers. For information on registering international mail, see
the module on international mail.
Do not help the customer prepare or seal mail to be registered.
Only matter prepaid with postage at the First-Class Mail rates
may be registered.
Additional services available with registered mail service:
Delivery Confirmation.
Signature Confirmation.
Postal Service insurance is provided for articles with a value of at
least $0.01 up to a maximum insured value of $25,000. Insurance is
included in the fee. Postal Service insurance is not available for
articles with no value ($0.00).

4-8.2

Conditions of Acceptance
Mail to be registered must meet these requirements:
Complete names and addresses of sender and addressee are on
the outside.
Face is at least 5 inches long and 3-1/2 inches high, regardless of
thickness.
Intersections of flaps of letter-size envelopes are not covered with
any type of paper, cellulose strip, wax, or paper seal.
Item is securely sealed.
Packages are sealed with mucilage, plain paper, or cloth tape.
Postage is prepaid at the First-Class Mail or Priority Mail rate.
Applicable registry fees and additional fees are fully paid.
The following are not accepted for registration:
Padded envelopes (except for international Registered Mail
service).
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Envelopes or mailers manufactured of spun olefin (such as
Tyvek), plastic, or glossy-coated paper.
Self-sealing envelopes.
Business reply mail (BRM) envelopes.
Items sealed with tape that cannot absorb a postmark impression.
Packages not properly packed to withstand normal handling.
Items for which the sender refuses to declare at full value and pay
the appropriate registration fee.
Items that appear to have been opened and resealed or are
otherwise improperly prepared.
Items addressed to a Post Office to which they cannot be
transported safely.
4-8.3

Declaring Value
The sender must tell you the full value of the article being mailed.
Government agencies or officials are also required to declare the full
value so that mail may be given the proper protection. Value must be
declared as outlined in the following chart.
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Mail Matter

Value To Be Declared

Negotiable instruments
(Instruments payable to bearer, including
stock certificates endorsed in blank.)

Market value
(All values are based on the value
at the time of mailing.)

Nonnegotiable instruments (All registered
bonds, warehouse receipts, checks, drafts,
deeds, wills, abstracts, and similar
documents. Certificates of stock are
considered nonnegotiable so far as
declaration of value is concerned unless
they are endorsed in blank.)

No value, or replacement cost if Postal Service
insurance coverage is desired.

Money

Full value

Jewelry, gems, precious metals

Market value or cost

Merchandise

Market value or cost

Nonvaluables (Matter not having intrinsic
value such as letters, files, and records.)

No value, or replacement cost if Postal Service
insurance coverage is desired.

Note: Mailers who do not know replacement costs should contact a person or firm familiar with
such documents and determine replacement costs before the items are mailed.
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4-8.4

Registering
Use PS Form 3806, Receipt for Registered Mail, when mail is
accepted for registration. This form is printed on special paper that
makes a copy without using a carbon sheet. When this form is
completed, give the original to the customer and file the copy in
numerical sequence with other copies.

Exhibit 4-8.4a
PS Form 3806 annotated
5
6
8
7

9
10

3

4

1

2

Step 1: Complete PS Form 3806.
First, have the customer fill in:
1.

Name, address, city, state, and ZIP Code of sender.

2.

Name, address, city, state, and ZIP Code of addressee.

3.

Full value.

4.

Appropriate insurance block.

Then, you do the following:
Affix a red register sticker (Label 200) to the item. The primary
function of the number is to identify that particular item. The label
should be placed on the upper edge of the envelope to the left of
the postage on the address side of the mailpiece.
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Exhibit 4-8.4b
Placement of Registered
Mail Label

Exhibit 4-8.4c
Label 200

Next, fill in the following:
5.

Registration number from Label 200 (R and nine digits). The
number that you record on PS Form 3806 must be the same
as the number on the item being mailed.

6.

Registry fee based on your rate chart. This fee pays for having
the item signed for every time it changes hands en route from
the sender and the addressee. If the customer checked the
“With Postal Insurance” block, enter the registry fee that
includes the insurance coverage. The extra fee covers against
complete loss or damage to items inside the package.

7.

Amount of regular postage.

8.

Return receipt fee if selected by the customer.

9.

Restricted delivery fee if selected by the customer.

10.

Your first initial and last name.

Date both copies of the form with your all-purpose dating stamp
and return customer copy to the customer.
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Step 2: Prepare item for mailing.
Prepare the item for mailing as follows:
1.

Affix the appropriate value of stamps or a meter strip to the
item. The total stamp value includes the registry fee plus the
postage. Because Registered Mail items are processed
separately, you must hand-cancel the stamps.

2.

For letters, use the all-purpose dating stamp (red ink) to stamp
twice on the back where the upper and lower flaps cross. If a
self-adhesive return receipt is used, stamp partially on the
receipt and partially on the flaps.

Exhibit 4-8.4d
Postmarking Registered Mail

Step 3: Secure item.
Place Registered Mail items in a safe or vault for safekeeping
until the items are billed to a Postal Service collection employee.
See Module 7 Section 7-3 for Registered Mail service dispatching
procedures.
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4-9

Restricted Delivery Service
Features
Restricted delivery service allows a mailer to request delivery only to
the addressee or to an individual authorized by the addressee, in
writing, to receive this type of mail. Restricted delivery service is
available for First-Class Mail items (including Priority Mail items)
Registered Mail items, or Certified Mail items.
Additional services available with restricted delivery service:
Delivery Confirmation.
Parcel airlift (PAL).
Signature Confirmation.
Special handling.
Advise your customer that famous people and executives of large
organizations normally authorize an agent to sign for their mail.
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4-10

Return Receipt Service
4-10.1

Features
Return receipt service is the customer’s proof of delivery and
identifies the item by number. The receipt is a card mailed back to
the customer after the item is delivered and shows who signed for
the item and the date it was delivered. Return receipt service must
be used with another service — Certified Mail, COD, Express Mail,
numbered Insured Mail, or Registered Mail service. For an additional
fee, the customer may request restricted delivery service, by which
delivery is made only to the addressee or an individual authorized in
writing to receive the addressee’s mail.
Additional services available with return receipt:
Delivery Confirmation (Priority Mail service and Package Services
mail service only).
PAL (Priority Mail service and Package Services mail service
only).
Restricted delivery.
Signature Confirmation (Priority Mail service and Package
Services mail service only).
Special handling.
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4-10.2

Processing Return Receipt Service Mail
For this service, use PS Form 3811, Domestic Return Receipt. This
form is a Postal Service reply card used for domestic mail. When a
customer asks for a return receipt, follow these steps:

1

Exhibit 4-10.2a
PS Form 3811 (Front) annotated

Step 1: Complete PS Form 3811.
First, have the customer fill in:
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1.

Customer’s name and address.

2.

Name and address as they appear on the item being mailed.
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2

4

5
3

Exhibit 4-10.2b
PS Form 3811 (Back) annotated

Then, you complete:
3.

Item number for the service requested if the customer has not
done so. For example, if used with Certified Mail service, enter
the certified number from PS Form 3800. If registered, enter
the registered number from Label 200.

4.

Service type with which return receipt service is being used
(check).

5.

Restricted delivery for an extra fee, if requested by the
customer.

Step 2: Prepare item for mailing.
After completing the form, mark the front of the envelope with the
“Return Receipt Requested” endorsement stamp. Place this
endorsement above or below the service type number.
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4-11

Return Receipt for Merchandise Service
4-11.1

Features
Return receipt for merchandise service provides the sender with a
mailing receipt and a return receipt. After delivery, the return receipt
is mailed back to the sender.
A delivery record is maintained by the Postal Service, but no record
is kept at the office of mailing. This service is not available for
international mail. No insurance coverage is provided. Restricted
delivery service is not available.
Available classes of mail (merchandise only):
Priority Mail.
Standard Mail (pieces subject to the residual shape surcharge).
Package Services.
Additional services available with return receipt for
merchandise:
Delivery Confirmation.
Insurance (for up to $50).
PAL.
Special handling.
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4-11.2

Processing Return Receipt for Merchandise Service Mail
For this service, use PS Form 3804, Return Receipt for
Merchandise, and PS Form 3811, Domestic Return Receipt — a
Postal Service reply card used for domestic mail.
Step 1: Complete PS Form 3804.

4
5
8

6
7
1
2
3

Exhibit 4-11.2a
PS Form 3804 annotated

First, have the customer fill in:
1.

Name of addressee.

2.

Street address of addressee.

3.

City, state, and ZIP Code of addressee.

Then, you complete:
4.

Amount of postage.

5.

Return receipt for merchandise fee.

6.

Special handling fee, if selected by customer.

7.

Total postage and fees.

8.

Date with all-purpose dating stamp.

Ask the customer whether he or she wants to waive the addressee’s
signature on delivery. If the customer chooses to waive the
addressee’s signature, check the box marked “YES” and have the
mailer sign the PS Form 3804.
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Now detach the two portions on the left side of PS Form 3804 and
affix them to the right of the return address. However, if the customer
does require the addressee’s signature, check the box marked “NO”
and affix only the numbered part of the PS Form 3804 to the
mailpiece.
Advise the customer to keep the receipt as proof of mailing.

2

4

5
3

Exhibit 4-11.2b
PS Form 3811 (Back) annotated

Step 2: Complete PS Form 3811 for return receipt service.
First have the customer fill in:
1.

Customer’s name and address.

2.

Name and address on item.

Then, you complete:
3.

Item number from PS Form 3804.

4.

Service type with which return receipt service is being used
(check).

5.

Restricted delivery for an extra fee, if requested by the
customer.

Note: Restricted delivery service is not available with return receipt
for merchandise service.
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1

Exhibit 4-11.2c
PS Form 3811 (Back) annotated

Attach PS Form 3811 to the front of the mailpiece if it does not cover
the address. Otherwise, attach the form to the back.
Step 3: Prepare item for mailing.
After completing the form, do the following:
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1.

Stamp the front of the mailpiece “Return Receipt Requested”
below the return receipt for merchandise number.

2.

Affix enough postage to cover the rate, the return receipt for
merchandise fee, and any other special service fee chosen.
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4-12

Signature Confirmation Service
4-12.1

Features
Signature Confirmation service is our newest “proof of delivery”
service. Signature Confirmation service is a special service that
furnishes the recipient’s printed name and a copy of their signature,
as well as date, time, and ZIP Code of delivery. The following are
important facts you need to know about the retail option Signature
Confirmation service:
Recipient’s name, date, time, and ZIP Code of delivery are
available by visiting the Postal Service Web site.
Date and time of delivery are available by calling a toll-free
number.
An image of the signature, printed name, and address is
available, by request, using the toll-free number, or by visiting our
Web site. The delivery information will be faxed or mailed to the
customer.
Customers can waive the signature at the time of mailing. The
waiver option allows the delivery employee to sign for the article if
the addressee/agent is not available to accept the package and
the item can be left in a secure location.

4-12.2

Types of Mail Available With Signature Confirmation
Service
Priority Mail.
Package Services.
Signature Confirmation must be purchased at the time of mailing.
A fee is charged in addition to postage.
Signature Confirmation service is available for domestic mail only.

4-12.3

Customers Access Information
Customers can call 1-800-222-1811 to check delivery status and
request a copy of the delivery information. (Name is available on the
Web site, not on the toll-free number automated system).
Customers can visit our Web site at www.usps.com.
Customers can request that an image of the delivery information be
faxed or mailed to them when calling the toll-free number or while on
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the Postal Service Web site. Customers will receive the information
available including recipient’s signature, printed name, and street
address on the Postal Service response letter.
4-12.4

Processing Signature Confirmation Service Mail
A CPU with scanning capability will use one of the following
procedures
An IRT wand (Unisys III and MOS).
A Delivery Confirmation scanner (to be used by offices with
Unisys 11 or without IRT/POS ONE scanning capability).
For Signature Confirmation service, use PS Form 153, Signature
Confirmation, obtained from the Post Office at no charge.
Complete PS Form 153.

1
2
3

5
4

Exhibit 4-12.4
PS Form 153 annotated

First have the customer fill in:
1.

Name of addressee.

2.

Street address of addressee.

3.

City, state, and ZIP Code of addressee.

Then you:
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4.

Check service being used: Priority Mail service or Package
Services mail service.

5.

Date with all-purpose dating stamp.
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4-12.5

Placement of the Signature Confirmation service label,
PS Form 153
The label must always be placed so that it can be easily identified
and scanned at delivery.
Label Placement:
Inorrect Placement

Correct Placement

Exhibit 4-12.5
Signature Confirmation Service Label Placement

Place on address side of package.
Place to the left of the delivery address within 1/2 inch. On oddsized packages, the label must be placed so that the barcode can
be scanned. (i.e., On tubes, place the label so that the barcode is
horizontal to the length of the package.)
Do not bend label around the package edge.
Do not cover barcode with tape or plastic wrap.
When used in combination with other special services, the other
special service label goes to the right of the return address.
Keep the two labels as close to each other as possible for easy
identification at delivery.
Advise the customer to keep the receipt as proof of mailing and
as a reference to verify delivery.
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4-12.6

Delivery of Signature Confirmation Service Mail (for
Contract Postal Units With P.O. Box Sections Only)
Delivery Confirmation service handheld scanners:
Scan the barcode on the Signature Confirmation service label.
The scanner will prompt you to:
Have the customer complete PS Form 3849, Delivery Notice/
Reminder/Receipt (signature, printed name, and address).
Enter the first initial and last name (just like Express Mail service).
Scan PS Form 3849.
Contract postal units without the Delivery Confirmation Service
handheld scanner:
A CPU without a Delivery Confirmation scanner can still deliver
Signature Confirmation service mail. Check with your administrative
Post Office for the procedure used in your district.
Signature Confirmation service does not affect the delivery
standards for Priority Mail service or Package Services mail
service.
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4-13

Special Handling Service
4-13.1

Features
Special handling service provides preferential handling, but not
preferential delivery, to the extent practicable in dispatch and
transportation. The service does not itself insure the article against
loss or damage. Special handling service is mandatory for material
that requires extra care in handling, transportation, and delivery. It
is available only for First-Class Mail service, Priority Mail service,
and Package Services mail service.
Additional services available with special handling:
Delivery Confirmation.
Insured Mail.
PAL (for Package Services only).
Return receipt for merchandise.
Signature Confirmation.

4-13.2

Fee Payment
The special handling fee must be paid in addition to postage for
each addressed piece for which special handling service is desired.
Except for official mail, the special handling fee must be paid at the
time of mailing. For official mail, the special handling fee is
collected under established reimbursement procedures.

4-13.3

Preparing Items for Mailing
Mailers should mark the words “Special Handling” above the name
of the addressee and below the stamps.

4-13.4

Nonmachinable Parcel Post
The Parcel Post nonmachinable surcharge is not charged on
parcels sent special handling.
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5-1

Overview
International mail categories are generally based on speed of
service rather than content of item.
5-1.1

Prohibited and Restricted Items
The following are prohibited:
Items that can injure Postal Service employees or damage Postal
Service equipment or mail.
Items that are prohibited from the domestic mail of the United
States.
Matches.
Most live or dead creatures.
Restrictions apply to firearms capable of being concealed on the
person, flammable liquids, and radioactive materials.
Communications having the character of correspondence must be
sent as letters or postcards.
Items acceptable in one country may not be acceptable in another.
Each destination country has special prohibitions or restrictions (see
the Individual Country Listings in the International Mail Manual
(IMM)). It is the mailer’s responsibility to comply with domestic,
international, and individual country mailability regulations.

5-1.2

More Information
Check the IMM for details on:
Various services.
Eligibility of contents.
Mailability of dangerous substances.
Preparation requirements.
Size and weight standards.
Current rates and fees.
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Changes to the IMM are published in the Postal Bulletin as they
occur. The IMM contains Individual Country Listing (ICL) pages that
provide:
Specific rates by country.
Fees.
Available special services.
Lists of prohibitions and restrictions.
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5-2

Types of International Mail
The five principal categories of international mail are Global Express
Guaranteed™ service (GXG); Global Express Mail™ service (EMS);
Global Priority Mail® service (GPM); Airmail, which encompasses
both the letter-post and parcel post classifications; and Economy
(formerly Surface), which also encompasses both the letter-post and
parcel post classifications.
5-2.1

Global Express Guaranteed Service
Global Express Guaranteed Service (GXG) is the U.S. Postal
Service’s premium international mail service. GXG is an expedited
delivery service that is the product of a business alliance between
the U.S. Postal Service and DHL Worldwide Express, Inc. It provides
reliable, high-speed, time-definite service from designated U.S. ZIP
Code areas to locations in most destination countries and territorial
possessions. Both document and nondocument service is available
at different rates. Regulations for this service are found in IMM 210.
Only contract stations that are on the GXG network may offer this
service.

Exhibit 5-2.1a
GXG Envelope
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Exhibit 5-2.1b
GXG Label annotated

22

Step 1: Complete Label 11FGG1X
Customer completes:
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1.

Sender’s name.

2.

Account number, if applicable.

3.

Company name, if applicable.

4.

Address of sender.

5.

ZIP Code or Post Code.

6.

Phone number with area code.

7.

Recipient’s company/name, business or individual.

8.

Attention, if applicable.

9.

Delivery address (cannot be a Post Office box).

10.

Check if residence.

11.

ZIP Code or Post Code.

12.

Phone number.
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13.

Signature of sender, required.

14.

Date of mailing.

Retail Professional completes:
15.

CPU ZIP Code.

16.

Time accepted.

17.

International Country Code.

18.

Date accepted.

19.

Weight.

20.

Retail professional’s initials.

21.

Delivery guarantee, check which applies.

22.

Total postage and fees.

Step 2: Prepare item for mailing.
Prepare the item for mailing as follows:

5-2.2

1.

Remove the two inner copies of the label.

2.

Return the customer receipt copy to the customer.

3.

File the finance copy with your closeout paperwork and include
it in your finance bag at the end of the day.

4.

Affix the label and the appropriate postage to the item being
mailed. No postage is required for an EMCA or a federal
agency account number.

Global Express Mail Service
Global Express Mail Service (EMS) is an expedited mail
service that can be used to send documents and
merchandise to most of the country locations that are
individually listed in the IMM. Principal features include
insurance coverage against loss, damage, or rifling, up to a
maximum of $500, at no additional charge. Size and weight
limits vary by country of destination. Regulations are found
in IMM 220.

Exhibit 5-2.2a
Global Express Mail Envelope
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Exhibit 5-2.2b
Global Express Label
annotated

Step 1: Complete Label 11-B.
First, have the customer fill in:
1.

Name, street address, city, state, and ZIP Code of sender.

2.

Name, street address, city, state, and ZIP Code of addressee.

3.

An Express Mail corporate account (EMCA), if applicable.
(Verify EMCA number in most recent Postal Bulletin. If number
is on invalid EMCA list, do not accept item.)

4.

Signature Waiver, if desired. Customer signs if the customer
agrees that the item may be left at the address if the
addressee is not available to sign for it. The item is left if the
carrier can find a secure location for it.

Then, you:
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5.

Fill in ZIP Code of your contract unit.

6.

Fill in date article was received.

7.

Fill in time article received.
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8.

Fill in weight of article.

9.

Check No Delivery option, if applicable.

10.

Check day of delivery.

11.

Check appropriate time.

12.

Check if military destination.

13.

Insert country code if international.

14.

Fill in your initials.

15.

Check if flat-rate envelope.

16.

Insert postage fee.

17.

Insert return receipt fee if requested by customer.

18.

Insert additional insurance fee if requested by customer.

19.

Insert total postage and fees.

Step 2: Prepare item for mailing.
Exhibit 5-2.3a
GPM Envelope

Prepare the item for mailing as follows:

5-2.3

Exhibit 5-2.3b
GPM Sticker
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1.

Remove the two inner copies of the label.

2.

Return the customer receipt copy to the customer.

3.

File the finance copy with your closeout paperwork and
include it in your finance bag at the end of the day.

4.

Affix the label and the appropriate postage to the item
being mailed. No postage is required for an EMCA or a
federal agency account number.

5.

Make sure any required customs declaration is
properly completed and affixed.

Global Priority Mail Service
Global Priority Mail Service (GPM) is an accelerated airmail service
that provides customers with a reliable and economical means of
sending correspondence, documents, printed matter, and lightweight merchandise items to certain foreign destinations. GPM items
receive priority handling within the U.S. Postal Service and the
postal administration of the destination country. Senders can pay
flat-rate postage by placing their contents into a standardized GPM
envelope or variable-weight postage by affixing a GPM sticker to an
envelope, box, or other customer-furnished packaging. The
maximum weight limit is 4 pounds. Regulations are found in IMM
230.
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5-2.4

Airmail
Airmail may be used to send both letter-post items and parcel post
packages to most foreign countries. Letter-post is a generic term for
mailpieces of differing shapes, sizes, and contents, weighing 4
pounds or less, that are subject to the provisions of the Universal
Postal Union (UPU) Convention. Letter-post items may contain any
mailable matter that is not prohibited by the destination country. At
the sender’s option, special services, such as registry, return receipt,
and recorded delivery, may be added on a country-specific basis.
Parcel post, which is otherwise referred to as “CP” mail, is
differentiated from letter-post because it is governed by the
provisions the UPU Postal Parcels Agreement. Parcel post is
primarily designed to accommodate larger and heavier shipments
whose size or weight transcend the established limitations for letterpost items. It also affords senders the opportunity to obtain optional
mailing services, such as insurance coverage and return receipt,
which are otherwise unavailable for letter-post mail.

5-2.5

Economy
Economy mail includes letter-post and parcel post transported by
surface. They are subject to the same regulatory requirements and
conditions of mailing as the airmail letter-post
and parcel post items. The substantive
differences between the two levels of service
primarily relate to mode of transportation (air
versus surface), speed of service, and price.
Letter-post encompasses:
Letters and Letter Packages. Mail
containing personal handwritten or
typewritten communications having the
character of correspondence must be sent as
letters or letter packages. Unless prohibited
by the country of destination, merchandise or
other items within the applicable weight and
size limits may also be mailed at the letter
rate. The weight limit to all countries is 4
pounds. Airmail and economy rates are
available.

Exhibit 5-2.5
Aerogramme and Postcard
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Postcards. Stamped cards and postcards consist of single cards
sent without a wrapper or envelope. Folded (double) cards must be
mailed in envelopes at the letter rate. All postcards receive air
service.
Aerogrammes. Aerogrammes are air letter sheets that can be
folded into the form of an envelope and sealed. Tape or stickers
must not be used to seal aerogrammes, and enclosures are not
permitted. All aerogrammes receive air service.
Books and Sheet Music. This includes books having eight or more
pages that consist wholly of reading matter or scholarly bibliography,
or reading matter with incidental blank spaces for notations, and
containing no advertising other than incidental announcements of
books; and printed sheet music. The weight limit for books is 4
pounds to all countries. Items sent at the book and sheet music rate
receive economy (surface) service. Mailers must sort their mail and
tender at least 200 pieces or 50 pounds to qualify for this service.
Direct Sack of Printed Matter to One Addressee (M-Bag). Direct
sacks of printed matter to a single foreign addressee, which are also
known as “M-bags,” are subject to the following conditions of
mailing:
1.

Minimum weight: There is no longer a minimum-weight
threshold for M-bag usage. However, customers who tender
M-bags that weigh less than 11 pounds are still required to pay
the applicable 11-pound postage rate.

2.

Maximum weight: 66 pounds (including the tare weight of the
sack).

3.

Service availability: M-bags can be mailed to all destination
countries.

4.

Allowable contents:
a)
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All categories of printed matter can be enclosed in an Mbag. Printed matter is defined as paper on which words,
letters, characters, figures, images, or any combination
thereof, not having the character of a bill or statement of
account, or of actual or personal correspondence, have
been reproduced by any process other than handwriting
or typewriting. Articles that meet the printed matter
definition include newspapers, magazines, journals,
books, sheet music, catalogues, directories, commercial
advertising, and promotional matter.
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b)

Certain categories of merchandise can be combined with
printed matter in an M-bag, provided that all of the
following criteria are met:
The merchandise items being sent are limited to
disks, tapes, and cassettes; commercial samples
shipped by manufacturers and distributors; or other
nondutiable commercial articles or informational
materials that are not subject to resale.
The merchandise items are related to the printed
matter with which they are being mailed.
The merchandise items are affixed to or are
otherwise combined with the accompanying printed
matter.
The weight of each mailpiece or package that
contains merchandise in combination with printed
matter does not exceed 4 pounds.
The M-bag containing merchandise items is
accompanied by a fully completed PS Form 2976,
Customs — CN 22 (Old C1) Sender’s Declaration.

5.

Identification: PS Tag 158, M-Bag Addressee Tag, must be
completed and attached to the neck of the sack.

6.

Postage: The applicable airmail, economy (surface), or
International Surface Air Lift (ISAL) postage must be affixed to
PS Tag 158.

7.

Special services: Certificate of mailing, recorded delivery,
return receipt, and restricted delivery are available. Registry
and insurance are not available.

Both air and economy (surface) rates are available for M-bags.
Matter for the Blind. Matter for the blind is limited to books,
periodicals, and other matter in Braille or other special type used by
the blind and certain other items used by the blind. Refer to the IMM
for a complete list. The maximum weight is 15 pounds. Surface rate
is free.
Publishers’ Periodicals. Publishers’ Periodicals are domestically
approved Periodicals items that include magazines, newspapers,
journals, and other types of periodical publications. Mail at this rate
receives economy (surface) service.
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Parcel Post Service (CP). Parcel post service (CP) resembles
domestic zone-rated Package Services class mail. Packages of
merchandise or any other items not required to be mailed at letter
rates may be sent as parcel post service. Parcel post service is the
only class of mail that may be insured. Maximum weight limits vary
by country but are usually 22, 44, or 70 pounds. Refer to the
Individual Country Listings in the IMM for specific rates and weight
limits. Air and surface services are available.
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5-3

Preparing International Mail
5-3.1

Addressing
The full address should be typed or legibly written with Latin
alphabet (English) letters and Arabic numerals, and it should be
placed lengthwise on one side of the item. An address in a foreign
language is permissible if the names of the city, province, and
country are also shown in English. The last line of the address block
area must show only the country name, written in full (no
abbreviations) and in capital letters. Postal codes should be placed
on the line above the country name (see chart below).
Line Information

5-3.2

1.

NAME OF ADDRESSEE

2.

STREET ADDRESS or POST OFFICE BOX NUMBER

3.

POSTAL CODE (if used), CITY, and PROVINCE or STATE

4.

COUNTRY NAME (uppercase letters in English)

5.

The sender’s name and address, including ZIP Code and
country of origin (USA), should be shown on all mail.

Special Services
Some special services available for domestic mail, such as Certified
Mail service, are not available for international mail. Others, which
are available, are discussed below.

5-3.3

Insurance
Insurance, available to many countries, offers indemnity for loss of
or damage to parcel post, Global Express Mail, and Global Express
Guaranteed packages. The maximum indemnity varies by country.
Insurance is not available for letters or printed matter. Refer to the
Individual Country Listings in the IMM for specific limits and fees.
Use PS Form 3813-P, Insured Mail Receipt, for insurance for
international parcel post mail.
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Exhibit 5-3.3
PS Form 3813-P

5-3.4

Recorded Delivery Service
Recorded delivery service is the international service equivalent of
domestic Certified Mail service. It provides the mailer with a
numbered mailing receipt, and affords the opportunity to obtain
confirmation of delivery through the purchase of a separate return
receipt for an additional fee. The originating Post Office does not
maintain a mailing record for recorded delivery service items.
However, the destination Post Office is required to retain a record of
delivery for each recorded delivery service item that is tendered to
an addressee.
Recorded delivery service is available in conjunction with the mailing
of letter-post items, post/postal cards, aerogrammes, matter for the
blind, and M-bags. Recorded delivery service is not available to all
countries. See the Individual Country Listings in the IMM.
First, have the customer fill in:
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1.

Name of addressee.

2.

Street address of addressee.

3.

City, state, and ZIP Code of addressee.
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Exhibit 5-3.4
PS Form 8099
annotated

4
5
6
7
8
1
2
3

Then, you complete:
4.

Amount of postage.

5.

Recorded delivery fee.

6.

Return receipt fee, endorsement required.

7.

Restricted delivery fee, endorsement required.

8.

Total postage and fees.

Date with all-purpose dating stamp.
5-3.5

Registered Mail Service
Customers may register mail for additional protection and security in
dispatch, conveyance, and delivery. For each registered item, the
office of mailing issues a mailing receipt and a record of delivery is
maintained at the office of destination. Indemnity limits are much
lower for Registered Mail items than for Insured Mail items and do
not extend uniformly to damage or rifling of contents.
Customers can purchase Registered Mail service when they send
letter-post, post/postal cards, and matter for the blind. Registered
Mail service is not available in combination with parcel post or
M-bags to one addressee. See Individual Country Listings in the
IMM for country-specific prohibitions and restrictions on Registered
Mail service usage.
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5-3.6

Restricted Delivery Service
Restricted delivery service generally limits who may receive an item.
The laws of the destination country, however, govern details of the
service. Restricted delivery service is available to many countries for
Registered Mail service. Refer to the IMM for service availability.

5-3.7

Return Receipt Service
Return receipt service provides the mailer evidence of delivery of
Registered Mail items, Insured Mail items, and recorded delivery.

Exhibit 5-3.7
PS Form 2865 (Both Sides)
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This service must be purchased at the time of mailing. This service
is available at no charge for Express Mail International Service items
to some countries.
5-3.8

Customs Documentation
International mail is subject to Customs examination in the country
of destination, and the contents and value must be declared on
special forms. Letter-post items containing dutiable matter and all
parcel post packages must have one of these Customs forms
attached as outlined in the following chart:

Exhibit 5-3.8a
PS Form 2976
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Exhibit 5-3.8b
PS Form 2976-A
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Customs Declaration forms usage
Mail Category

Declared
Value

Required
Form

Comment

Global Express Guaranteed
(documents)

All values

Mailing label
blank
(item 11FGG1X)

Global Express Mail (EMS)

All values

Use 2976 or
2976-A unless
otherwise
specified

See Note 3 at the
bottom of this
exhibit and the
Individual Country
Listings.
A known mailer,
as defined in
IMM 123.62, may
be exempt from
affixing Customs
forms to nondutiable
mailpieces that weigh
16 ounces or more.

Global Priority Mail (GPM) items,
N/A
airmail letter-post items, and
economy letter-post items that:
Weigh less than 16 ounces and do not
not have potentially dutiable contents,
or weigh 16 ounces or more, do not have
potentially dutiable contents, and are
entered by a known mailer.

None

Global Priority Mail (GPM) items,
airmail letter-post items, and
economy letter-post items that:
Weigh less than 16 ounces and
have potentially dutiable contents,
or weigh 16 ounces or more,
regardless of their contents.

Under $400

Use 2976*

$400 and
over

Use 2976-A*

Free Matter for the Blind —
Economy
Parcel Post —
Airmail or Economy

Under $400

2976*

$400 and
over
Regardless
of value

2976-A*
2976-A with
2976-E

PS Form 2976 (green
label) may not be
used on parcel post
packages.

Under $400

2976*

blank

$400 and
over

2976-A*

M-bag — Airmail or Economy
(Note: An M-bag requires a
Customs form when it contains
potentially dutiable printed matter,
admissible merchandise items as
defined in IMM 261.22, or some
combination thereof.)
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* Placement of forms: For items under $400 in value, PS Form 2976
(green label) should be used and affixed to the outside of the item. If
the value of the contents is $400 and over, the upper left section of
PS Form 2976 (green label) should be attached to the outside of the
item, and a separate PS Form 2976-A must be completed and
enclosed inside the package.
Notes:
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1.

See IMM 233.3 for the Customs form requirements that
specifically pertain to Global Priority Mail (GPM) items.

2.

Bulk business products, including International Surface Air Lift
(ISAL) and International Priority Airmail (IPA), require Customs
forms based on package contents and weight as specified
above and as required by the country of destination.

3.

Global Express Mail (EMS) shipments that contain
correspondence, documents, or commercial papers are
subject to the following Customs forms requirements:
a)

When an EMS shipment with those categories of
contents weighs less than 16 ounces, the determination
as to whether or not to affix PS Form 2976 is dependent
upon the conditions of mailing that are applicable to a
particular destination country. Some countries require
that a Customs form be affixed to EMS shipments in that
situation. Others require only that a “BUSINESS
PAPERS” endorsement be placed on the wrapper of such
shipments. See the Individual Country Listings in the IMM
for each country’s specification in that area.

b)

When the EMS shipment with those categories of
contents weighs 16 ounces or more, PS Form 2976 is
required.
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5-3.9

Endorsing and Marking
Customers must mark the envelopes or wrappers of all items to
show the classification under which those items are mailed.
Letters and Letter Packages. The endorsement “Letter” (or the
French “Lettre”) should be placed on the address side of letters or
letter packages that, because of their size or manner of preparation,
might be mistaken for items of another class.
Airmail. Customers must endorse airmail items “Par Avion”, or affix
Label 19-A, Par Avion Air Mail, or Label 19-B, Airmail Par Avion.
General Delivery. Items sent to general delivery must show the
addressee’s name and the French endorsement “Post Restante”
(general delivery).

5-3.10

Exhibit 5-3.9
Label 19-B

Sealing
Registered letters and letter packages must be securely sealed so
that any tampering can be easily detected. Mailers must seal their
own items.
Registered Mail Service. Padded envelopes are accepted for
international Registered Mail service if they adequately protect the
contents and are properly sealed.
Matter for the Blind. Matter for the blind may not be sealed.
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6-1

Overview
Financial reporting is an important part of your daily duties. This
module covers stamp credits, daily bank deposits, daily financial
reports (PS Form 1412-B), financial adjustments (PS Form 1908),
and postal money orders. All financial procedures will be conducted
in accordance with Handbook F-1, Post Office Accounting
Procedures.
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6-2

Stamp Credits
You are issued a stamp credit by the Postal Service. The stamp
credit is the value of the stamp stock (items such as stamps,
stamped envelopes, and postal cards) necessary to meet normal
customer demand. When you receive the stamp credit, sign for it on
PS Form 3369, Consigned Credit Receipt. This form also shows the
maximum authorized amount of cash to be kept in your unit for
making change. Keep your copy of this form with your stamp
accountability records.

Exhibit 6-2
PS Form 3369

All stamp stock is the property of the Postal Service until sold, and
cash received from sales becomes postal funds for which you
remain accountable until it is remitted. The value of your stamp
credit is reduced through postage sales or stock returned to the
stamp distribution office (SDO). Report all stamp credit transactions
on PS Form 1412-B, Daily Financial Report, or into the integrated
retail terminal (IRT), which gives you and Postal Service
management a running record of the value of your credit.
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Your stamp credit must be available for examination at all times.
Always keep postal funds separate from your personal money or
other business funds.
The Postal Service may request special examinations of stamp
stock at any time or when review of financial reports discloses
irregularities.
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6-3

Daily Bank Deposits
You must deposit all postal funds at the end of each business day. In
preparing your bank deposit, the first step is to separate that portion
of stamp funds you are authorized to hold over as change for the
next day’s business. This can be up to 10 percent of your stamp
credit or $100, whichever is smaller.

Exhibit 6-3a
Bank Deposit Slip

Step 1: Prepare bank deposit.
At the end of each business day, all postal funds (in excess of the
authorized carryover) must be remitted to the Postal Service’s
depository bank following the methods prescribed by the postmaster
or the COR. Two copies of the deposit slip will remain at the CPU.
The person preparing the bank deposit will send the original deposit
slip with the deposit. Make additional copies only if instructed to do
so by the postmaster or COR. Report deposit amounts via telephone
or other means when instructed to do so.
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1.

Visually estimate the cash to be carried over to the next
business day. Retain all coins except where special
permission is granted to make a coin deposit. Separate coin
deposits may occasionally be required. Follow the instructions
of the postmaster or COR when preparing coin deposits.

2.

Count all remaining currency in the cash drawer, separate by
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denomination, and list the quantity of each denomination.
Show the quantity and value for each denomination and record
the total on the deposit slip. Stack bills with the highest
denomination on top and secure with rubber bands; do not
paper clip. Use currency bands only when there are 100 bills
of the same type to be deposited. Use only the strap indicated
for the denomination.
3.

Arrange all checks in the same direction. Make sure that
checks have all the required information on them. Run an
adding machine tape on the checks and enter this amount on
your deposit slip. Attach the tape to the checks, making sure
that the checks are arranged in the same order as they appear
on the tape.

4.

On the deposit slip, add the amount of your currency and
checks and enter this amount in the total line.
Note: Some banks require separate deposits of currency and
checks. Follow the instructions of the postmaster or COR in
preparing the bank deposit.

5.

Enter the total amount of the bank deposit on the appropriate
line of PS Form 1412, Daily Financial Report. IRT units should
enter the amount of the deposit in account identifer code (AIC)
752, Cash Remitted Final. If only one bank deposit is made
each day, the entry will be recorded in AIC 752. If an advance
deposit is required for any reason, it will be prepared as a
separate deposit and recorded in AIC 751. The final bank
deposit will then be recorded in AIC 752. (Offices served by
banks that require the cash and checks be remitted in
separate deposits may have procedures for reporting cash in
one AIC and the checks in another. Follow procedures issued
by the postmaster or COR).

6.

Unless instructed otherwise, enclose two copies of the deposit
slip with the remittance and seal the envelope. Reinforce the
envelope to ensure the seals and flaps do not break or open
during handling. Register the envelope addressed to the bank
using PS Form 3806, Receipt for Registered Mail. Mark the
seams of the seals with the round-date stamp. Avoid using
slick or coated tape that allows the round-date seal to wipe off.

Step 2: Register bank deposit.
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Complete PS Form 3806 to register your deposit as follows:
1.

Record number from registered sticker.

2.

Because this registration is for Postal Service use (no fees
charged), write “OFFICIAL” diagonally across the blocks from
“Postage” to “Special Delivery.”

3.

Print your first initial and last name.

4.

Fill in the total amount of your deposit.

5.

Check “With Postal Insurance” box.

6.

Record your unit’s name and address.

7.

Record your bank’s name and address.

8.

Affix round-date seal to both copies.
After you fill out your PS Form 1412-B, attach the customer copy
of PS Form 3806 to it.
Keep the unit copy with your other registered unit copies.
Dispatch your bank deposit with your other registered items.

1
2
8

3
5
4
6

7

Exhibit 6-3b
PS Form 3806 annotated
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6-4

Daily Financial Report
6-4.1

Purpose and Method
PS Form 1412-B, Daily Financial Report, or IRT-generated PS Form
1412, reflects the scope of Postal Service transactions at your unit
each day.
Prepare a PS Form 1412-B after close of business at the end of
each day. After you serve your last customer for the day, begin
closing out your financial matters using PS Form 1412-B. Prepare
this form in duplicate, in ink. Sign and date it. If the IRT system is
used, run reports as required by the postmaster or COR.

6-4.2

Sample PS Form 1412-B
To explain how to complete PS Form 1412-B, an example follows.
The example uses a typical day’s Postal Service business
transactions, illustrating the entries in each account identifier code
(AIC) in a logical sequence. AICs are indicated by three-digit
numbers. Note that the opening balance fluctuates according to how
much Postal Service stock you sold or replenished on the previous
day. Entries can be made in the IRT system by AIC.

Exhibit 6-4.2a
List of AICs
(Account Identifier Codes)
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Commonly Used Account Identifier Codes
AIC
084
090
091
092
093
097
098
099
101
109
110
115
126
231
536
762
772

Definition
Breast Cancer Stamp Sales
Postage Sales
Bird Stamp Sales
Philatelic Sales
Packaging Product Sales
Looney Tunes Stamp Sales
Postal Related Merchandise Sales
Phone Card Sales
Domestic Money Order Fee
Postage Validation Imprinter (PVI)
Postage Meter (Post Office)
P.O. Box Fee
Misc Non-Postal Revenue
Warner Bros Product
Refunds Postage and Fees
Credit Card Remitted
Debit Card Remitted
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Complete PS Form 1412-B.
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1.

Your unit name.

2.

Your unit ID/finance number.

3.

Your signature.

4.

Current day’s date.

5.

On the day of this example, you received and signed for
$2,000 in stamp stock, so in AIC 840, Opening Balance, you
enter your opening balance of $2,000.

6.

During this day, you sold $700 in money orders and $9 in fees,
as shown on the money order tapes, so you record these
amounts on the left side. Record the $700 amount in AIC 100,
Value, and the $9 in AIC 101, Fees.

7.

The amount of cash entered on that day’s deposit slip is
$1,200, so you remit $1,200, which you enter in AIC 752, Cash
Remitted [Final].

8.

Carry the amount entered in AIC 752 down to AIC 800, Cash
Accounted For. Today, that amount is $1,200.

9.

Total the left side (the receipt side) and subtract the amount
from AIC 800, Cash Accounted For. In the example, you total
$700 plus $9 for a total of $709, and subtract that from $1,200
(AIC 800). The result is $491. Enter this amount in AIC 090,
Postage Sales. That is the amount of stamp stock you sold on
that day.

10.

Total the left side (the receipt side) and enter that amount in
AIC 400, Cash Required. AIC 400 and AIC 800 must equal
each other. If they do not, trace and correct your errors.

11.

Complete the top right side of the form. You have entered
$2,000 in AIC 840, Opening Balance. You have not received
any additional stock, so your subtotal in AIC 845 is still $2,000.

12.

Enter this amount in AIC 851, another subtotal.

13.

Enter your stamp sales from AIC 090, Postage Sales. This
day’s total is $491. Record that amount in AIC 852.

14.

Subtract AIC 852, Total Sales, from AIC 851 and record that
amount in AIC 853, Closing Balance. This day’s balance is
$1,509, which will be your opening balance for the next day’s
PS Form 1412-B.
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1
2
5
3

4

11

9

12
13
14

6

7
10

8

Exhibit 6-4.2b
PS Form 1412-B annotated
6-4.3

Accountable Receipts
Duplicates and/or triplicates of all accountable receipts issued on
that business date must be submitted with PS Form 1412-B. List the
beginning and ending receipt number of each type used at the top of
PS Form 1412-B. Sort the accountable documents by the AIC they
support and prepare a calculator tape when there is more than one
receipt per AIC. Record the total in the appropriate AIC indicated on
PS Form 1412-B.
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6-4.4

Credit/Debit Cards
If the CPU or community Post Office (CPO) is authorized to accept
credit and/or debit cards, all F-1 procedures and policies apply.
Refunds to credit cards are made only when a clerk overcharges a
customer and only by the district accounting office. No other refunds
are credited back to the card. The Domestic Mail Manual, Section
PO14, covers all other refunds. Cash back is allowed on debit cards
and can be given if the customer’s debit card is overcharged. The
same retail professional can cancel credit card transactions the
same day. Debit card transactions cannot be cancelled or reversed.
Undercharges must be paid out-of-pocket by the retail professional.
Sound simple? It really is. Just make sure to place your entries on
the proper lines, see that they are correct, and keep the
documentation for the entries orderly for Postal Service inspection.
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6-5

Records Adjustments
6-5.1

Notification of Deposit Errors
When an error is made in your deposit, the bank sends a notice of
the error and supporting documentation to the finance office at the
main Post Office. Finance sends you a PS Form 1908, Financial
Adjustment Memorandum, with instructions for the correction of your
PS Form 1412-B. This correction keeps your records in balance at
the main Post Office. Finance sends you a PS Form 1908 for any
errors made on your PS Form 1412-B.

Exhibit 6-5.1
PS Form 1908
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6-5.2

Making Corrections
You should correct your PS Form 1412-B on the date you receive
the corrections. Always attach the PS Form 1908 to your corrected
PS Form 1412-B when sending it to Finance. You may keep the
supporting documentation you received with PS Form 1908 for your
records.
When the adjustment is for a previous overage, enter this on your
PS Form 1412-B on the right side where indicated and add it to the
amount in AIC 752 to obtain your total for AIC 800. When the
adjustment is for a previous shortage, enter this on the left side of
your PS Form 1412-B where indicated and subtract it from the
amount in AIC 400 when you calculate the amount of your postage
sales.

6-5.3

Purpose
Ultimately, these adjustments either increase or decrease your
stamp accountability to what it would have been if the error had not
been made. In this way, your records always reflect the total
accountability of your postal unit and match the amount for which the
Postal Service holds you accountable.

6-5.4

Postal Money Orders (AICs 100 and 101)
(if applicable)
Account for money orders as follows:
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1.

Prepare a calculator tape of all money orders. Skip a space for
each spoiled or voided money order. A money order is spoiled
or voided when it is made out wrong or it becomes dirty or
torn. When you spoil a money order, discard the receipt and
voucher. Mark the money order “Spoiled” in the lower twothirds portion (below the read band). File it behind the
vouchers, in sequence.

2.

Enter the first and last money order serial number sold and the
numbers of spoiled or voided money orders in the appropriate
space. Be careful to issue money orders in their numerical
sequence, and list the amounts on the tape in numerical
sequence.
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3.

Sign the top of the tape and date it with the round-dater stamp.
The date on the tape and the issue date on the money order
vouchers must be the same. The Unit Name and standard field
accounting service (SFAS) ID number must appear on the
tape and the preparer must sign it.

4.

Remit money order vouchers and tape each day with your PS
Form 1412-B. Include all spoiled money orders with the money
order vouchers and tape for the applicable day.

Exhibit 6-5.4a
Adding Machine Tape annotated

Exhibit 6-5.4b
Spoiled Money Order
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7-1

Overview
You have been given a schedule showing the arrival time of the
Postal Service collection employee. By that arrival time, you should
have all classes of mail separated, properly sacked, trayed, labeled,
and ready for dispatch. Your Registered Mail items should be ready
for pickup and the collection employee’s signature.
All financial reports (see Module 6 on Financial Reporting) must be
sealed in an envelope addressed to the finance office. Give this
envelope to the collection employee at the last collection, or as
directed by the postmaster.
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7-2

Preparing for Collection
7-2.1

Preparing Mail
Prepare your mail for dispatch by putting each class into its
appropriate container.

7-2.2

Mail Class

Container

Express Mail

Orange and blue sack

Priority Mail

Orange pouch

First-Class Mail

Letter tray or #3 green sack

Standard Mail

Letter tray

Package Services

#1 gray sack

Registered Mail

See instructions on following pages.

Duties of Collection Employees
It is very important that the mail is ready for dispatch at the
appointed time since collection employees must maintain a
schedule. This schedule does not allow them to perform additional
duties or wait for you to complete your duties.
Collection employees are not authorized to:
Work in unsafe conditions such as congested passageways or
blocked doors.
Hang sacks on racks.
Help affix postage to packages.
Move equipment to obtain the mail.
Sack packages from the floor.
Wait an unreasonable time (more than 5 minutes).

7-2.3

Early Closing
If, for any reason, your unit will be closed before the collection
employee arrives, call your local Post Office to arrange for the
collection of mail and financial reports.
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7-3

Dispatching Registered Mail Items
7-3.1

Preparing Registered Mail Items
Before your last collection, prepare for dispatch all registered items
accepted during the business day. Because of the high security
required for handling Registered Mail items, there are specific ways
to prepare them for collection, as described below.

7-3.2

Letter-Size Items Only (Envelope)
When you have eight or fewer letter-size items, send them in an EP399 envelope. This is the large reusable envelope labeled
“Registered Mail.” Use PS Form 3830-A,
Registry Dispatch Record.
Step 1: Complete PS Form 3830-A.
Descriptively list all the items on the form.
1.

Name of the Post Office to which your
mail is dispatched, i.e., main office and
ZIP Code.

2.

Registered numbers of all the items you
enclose in the EP-399 envelope.

3.

Your contract unit name or number.
Draw a diagonal line through all unused
spaces.

4.

Total number of items you enclose in the
envelope.

5.

Your first initial and last name.

6.

In red ink, round-date all three copies
of the form.

1
2

3

4
6

5

Keep the original of the form with your PS
Form 1412-B for the day. Enclose the
remaining two copies (with carbons
attached) in the envelope with the registered
items. Now complete Label 89.

Exhibit 7-3.2a
PS Form 3830-A annotated
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Exhibit 7-3.2b
Label 89

1
2

3

Step 2: Complete Label 89.
1.

Control number printed on PS Form 3830-A.

2.

Post Office to which your mail is being dispatched.

3.

Round-date where indicated.
Affix Label 89 to the EP-399 envelope where indicated by the red
lines, and seal the envelope.

Step 3: Prepare registry dispatch book.
Prepare registry dispatch book for release of this envelope to the
collection employee.
7-3.3

More or Larger Items (Pouch)
When you have more than eight items or at least one item too large
to enclose in an EP-399 envelope, dispatch your Registered Mail
items in a pouch.
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3

1

3

2
5

4

6

8

7

Exhibit 7-3.3a
PS Form 3854 annotated

Step 1: Complete PS Form 3854.
In this dispatch, complete PS Form 3854, Manifold Registry
Dispatch Book, to list the registered items being dispatched. Obtain
this form from the manifold registry dispatch book and complete it in
duplicate. If possible, list registered items as you accept them so
that you do not have to list them at dispatch time.
Fill in the following information:
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1.

Number on the metal seal you used to secure the pouch when
you closed it.

2.

Post Office and ZIP Code to which your mail is being
dispatched.

3.

Round-date in both blocks.

4.

Registered numbers of all items enclosed in the pouch. Put a
diagonal line through any unused lines in the column.
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5.

Your unit name or number.

6.

Total number of items included in the pouch.

7.

Your signature (first initial and last name).

8.

Time of dispatch.
Enclose the original copy of PS Form 3854 in the pouch with the
registered items and close the strap on the pouch.

Step 2: Complete PS Form 3830-A.
Complete the following information:

1
2

1.

Name of the Post Office and ZIP Code
to which your mail is being dispatched.

2.

Number on the metal seal used to
secure the pouch.

3.

Your unit name or number.

4.

“One” (to indicate one pouch being
sent).

5.

Your first initial and last name.

6.

Round-date all three copies.

3

Keep the original of PS Form 3830-A and
put it with your PS Form 1412-B for that day.
Place the two remaining copies (with
carbons attached) into the EP-9 envelope
labeled “Bill Enclosed.”
4

5

6

Exhibit 7-3.3b
PS Form 3830-A annotated
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Step 3: Attach forms to pouch.
After completing the forms, do the following:
1.

Attach the EP-9 envelope to the strap ring of the pouch
through the slot in the envelope.

2.

Secure the EP-9 envelope to the pouch by threading the metal
seal through one hole in the pouch and through the strap ring.
Latch the notched end of the metal seal into the knob end until
it clicks and secures.

Exhibit 7-3.3c
Metal Seal

Exhibit 7-3.3d
EP-9 Envelope

Step 4: Prepare registry dispatch book.
Prepare the registry dispatch book for release to the collection
employee. Put your manifold registry dispatch book with your
Registered Mail items and your finance envelope so that they are
readily available at collection time.
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7-3.4

Releasing to Collection Employee
Registered Mail items must be handled in a way that maintains
individual responsibility. Registered Mail items are always the
responsibility of the last person who signed for them. Each time the
collection employee picks up your Registered Mail items, make sure
that your manifold registry dispatch book (PS Form 3854) is
completed in duplicate for him or her to sign. The collection
employee takes the original when he or she accepts the mail. The
copy remains in your book.

Exhibit 7-3.4a
Sealing Pouch

Complete PS Form 3854.
Fill in the following information:
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1.

Number on the metal seal you used to secure the pouch when
you closed it.

2.

Post Office and ZIP Code to which your mail is being
dispatched.

3.

Round-date in both blocks.

4.

Number of the registered item being collected (either the
number on Label 89 on the registered envelope or the metal
seal number on the registered pouch). Put a diagonal line
through any unused lines in the column.
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3

1
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2
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6

8
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Exhibit 7-3.4b
PS Form 3854 annotated
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5.

Your unit name or number.

6.

Number of items being dispatched. This number is one
envelope or one pouch.

7.

Your signature (first initial and last name).

8.

Time of dispatch.
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Trademarks Owned by the United States Postal Service
The following are some of the most commonly used trademarks of
the U.S. Postal Service:
Certified Mail
Delivery Confirmation™
Express Mail®
Express Mail International®
First-Class Mail®
Global Express Guaranteed™
Global Express Mail™
Global Priority Mail®
GXG™
International Priority Mail™
International Surface Air Lift™
IPA®
ISAL®
Parcel Post®
Post Office™
Postal Service™
Priority Mail®
Signature Confirmation™
United States Postal Service®
United States Post Office®
ZIP Code™
ZIP + 4®
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Telephone Numbers
Following is a list of frequently needed numbers. Please use the
lines provided to write in the appropriate numbers for your area.
Accounting Office
(PS Form 1412-B, PS Form 1908 adjustments, banking)

___________________________________________________
Claims and Inquiry
(claims on Insured Mail, Certified Mail, return receipt mail items)

___________________________________________________
Collection
(collection times, sacks, trays, etc.)

___________________________________________________
Contracting Officer Representative (COR)
(lease, contract, legal issues)

___________________________________________________
Corporate Relations
(use of Postal Service logo, letterhead, printing publications)

___________________________________________________
Express Mail Service
(insurance claims and refunds)

___________________________________________________
Express Mail Service
(network and cut-off times)

___________________________________________________
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Fire Department

___________________________________________________
Local Post Office
(general information)

___________________________________________________
Mailing Supplies and Forms

___________________________________________________
Police

___________________________________________________
Postal Inspection Service
(theft of mail, pornography, mail order fraud)
___________________________________________________
Registry Room
(Registered Mail service only)
___________________________________________________
Stamp Distribution Office
(stamp requisitions, PS Form 17)
___________________________________________________
ZIP Code Information

___________________________________________________
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